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One Drug, One Alcohol

Kennedy Stays In Race

Five Persons
Arrested In Two
Local Raids

Carter Emerges
With Majority
Of Delegates
By DONALD M.ROMBERG
Al' Political Writer
President Carter emerged today
from the long presidential primary
campaign with the Democratic
delegate majority he needed for his
renomination, but his moment of
triumph was clouded by Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy's refusal to abandon his
challenge.
Carter claimed a "wondrous victory"
as the last eight Democratic primaries
boosted him over the top in delegate
commitments. He offered the hand of
friendship" to Kennedy in an effort to
unite Democrats for the campaign
against Republican Ronald Reagan.
But while Carter claimed victory in
the overall race for delegates, Kennedy
had his biggest night of the primary
campaign.
The senator won five of the final eight
Democratic primaries, including the
largest state, California.
Kennedy also carried New Jersey,
Rhode Island, New Mexico, and South
Dakota.
Carter won Ohio, Montana and West
Virginia.
- Making clear his determination to
cam; his campaign to the Democratic
convention, Kennedy told supporters
Tuesday night that -today, Democrats
from coast to coast were unwilling to
concede the nomination to Jimmy
Carter and neither am I."
Kennedy's longshot strategy for overcoming Carter's delegate lead called
for a strong showing in the final
primaries that might convince
Democrats that Carter was a likely
loser to Reagan in the Nov. 4 general
election.
Reagan had no active opposition in
the nine GOP primaries. He told a I.os
Angeles victory party:
"The road has been along one and the
mountain seemed pretty tall at times.
But we've made it to the summit. Now,
there's another one out there and our
march begins again."

Calloway To Hold
Democratic County
Convention June 14
Z. C. Ems, Calloway County
Democratic Chairman, announced today that Calloway County will hold a
county convention on Saturday, June
14, at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County
Court House.
All registered Democrats are urged
to attend and participate, Enix said.
Representatives of Calloway County
will be elected to attend the Congressional District Convention on June 21,
1980. At that convention delegates to the
1980 Democratic National Convention
to be held August 11 to 14 at New York
will be elected.
For further information, persons
may call Enix at 753-1474 or 753-3352
after 5:30 p.m.
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increasing
cloudiness
Increasing cloudiness with a
chance of thunderstorms
developing tonight. Law in the upper 60s. Variable cloudiness very
warm and humid with scattered
thunderstorms on Thursday.
High in the upper 130s to low 90s
Extended Forecast
Continued very warm and
humid Friday through Sunday
Highs will be in the mid Ms to mid
90s. Lows will be in the mid 60s to
•
mid 70s.
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Kentucky Lake
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Five persons were arrested in two
separate raids, one for drugs and one
for alcohol, staged by local officials
Tuesday afternoon and early this morning.
According to the Calloway County
sheriff's department which worked
with the Murray City Police in the raid,
a large amount of marijuana, drugs
and drug paraphernalia were confiscated from a residence about three
miles from Murray on Highway 94 East
around 3 a.m. today.
Arrested in the raid and charged with
possession of marijuana and trafficking
in marijuana were Ewin Samuels, 26,
Route 3, Murray; Gina Meadows, 22,
Route 3, Murray; Douglas Meadows,

As soon as it was clear from the
returns Tuesday night that he had the
delegates to push his total above the
1,666 needed for the Democratic
nomination, Carter joined 300 cheering
supporters at a victory party at "The
Buck Stops Here's bar near the White
House.
"As I stand before you, I have one
deep feeling in my heart," said Carter.
"That is thanksgiving to all of you who
turned what eight months ago was a
prediction of absolute defeat into a wondrous victory tonight."
But a dozen blocks away, another
celebration was underway at the Kennedy headquarters.
The Massachusetts senator, his wife
and children at his side, claimed a
"clear majority" of the votes cast on
the final primary election day of the
1980 campaign "despite all the predictions that we could not win."
Kennedy repeated his offer to free his
delegates at the convention if Carter
would debate him. Carter has rejected
the challenge.
Kennedy's effort to shake loose
Carter delegates between now and
August 11, when the Democratic National Convention convenes in New
York, will run up against the numerical
advantage the president has held since
he whipped the senator in the Iowa
Democratic caucuses last January.
With the votes still being counted in
several states, The Associated Press
delegate count gave Carter 1,921 and
Kennedy 1,210.
On the Republican side, with 998
needed for the nomination, Reagan had
1,463, George Bush 202.
With 53 percent of the vote counted in
California, Kennedy had 769,463 for 45
percent of the vote and Carter had
648,575 or 38 percent. The returns had
Kennedy leading in races for 166
delegates and Kennedy winning 133.
Other state results in the Democratic
race were:
In Ohio, with 97 percent of the
precincts reporting, Carter had 51 percent of the vote to 44 for Kennedy.
Carter won 84 delegates and Kennedy
77.
New Jersey, with 99 percent of the
vote counted, gave Kennedy 56 percent
and Carter 37 percent. Kennedy won 68
delegates to 45 for Carter.
West Virginia, with 90 percent of the
vote counted, gave Carter 62 percent
and Kennedy 38. Carter won 25
delegates and Kennedy 8.
With 100 percent of the vote counted
in Rhode Island, Kennedy had 68 percent and Carter 26 percent. The
delegates split 17 for Kennedy and 6 for
Carter.
In South Dakota, with 99 percent
tallied, Kennedy had 48 percent the vote
and Carter 46. The delegates split 10 for
Kennedy and 9 for Carter.
New Mexico, with 99 percent counted,
gave 46 percent of the vote to Kennedy
and 42 to Carter. Kennedy won 10
delegates and Carter 10.
Montana, with 90 percent of the vote
tallied, gave Carter 52 percent and Kennedy 37 percent, with Carter winning 10
delegates and Kennedy getting 9.
With the primary season history,
Carter carried 24 states and Kennedy
10

Phi
PRINTS DONATED - The Gamma Gamma chapter of Beta Sigma
Library
donated identical Ray Harm prints to the Murray-Calloway County
Judy English,
and the Murray-Calloway County .Hospital. Chapter member
the hospital,
of
director
relations
public
Hodge,
Kathy
to
print
a
left, gives
Trevathan,
while member Linda Hunt, right, gives a print to Margaret
librarian. The chapter sold the print to raise funds for activities.

22, Route 3, Murray; and Jody Roberts,
19, Mayfield. All are lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
The four appeared this morning
before District Judge Sid Easley who
set their bonds at $5,000 each. Roberts'
bond is set at 10 percent, while bond for
the other three is cash. Their cases
were continued until June 9, according
to District Court officials.
James Robert Tanner Sr. 42, Pottertown Road, was arrested around 4 p.m.
Tuesday by the sheriff's department
and charged with illegal possession of
alcohol for resale and illegal
transportation of alcohol.
Confiscated in the raid at Tanner's
Restaurant on Highway 2130 at Pottertown were 48 bottles of whiskey, eight
bottles of vodka and 50 cans of beer.
A District Court spokesman said Tanner was released on a $500 surety bond.
His case was continued until June 9.

Khomeini Belittles Carter As U.S.
Hostages Begin 8th Captive Month Special Courses
By The Associated Press
The 53 U.S. hostages began their
eighth month in captivity today -with
Ayatollatiftutiollah /thorned!! belittling
President Carter and the Iranian
regime throwing cold water on former
Attorney General Ramsey Clark's offer
to become a captive to speed the
Americans'release.
Khomeini met with delegates to the
"Crimes of America" conference and
told them Carter fears the meeting
because it will prove American wrongdoing in Iran. He also said he didn't
know why European countries fear the
United States or why they joined
Carter's economic sanctions against his
regime.
In addition, the ayatollah urged conference delegates to tell their countries
the truth about Iran, and accused the
foreign press of "telling the world that
Iran is like a jungle where some crazy
people are killing other people."
Ayatollah Mohammd Beheshti,
Iran's justice minister, told reporters
some of Clark's views were good, but he
questioned the effectiveness of the
Clark mission because of the U.S.
government travel ban and its
disavowal of the delegation.
He also reiterated that the hostages'
fate will be decided by Iran's new

Parliament, and that it was difficult to
say when the issue will be debated. The
interim head of the Parliament said
last week the debate probably wouldn't
begin until July 22.
Although Iranian Foreign Minister.
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh plans to meet with
the former U.S. attorney general, he insists he will "not enter into negotiations
with him" on release of the hostages,
who were seized Nov. 4.
Clark made his offer Tuesday at the
"Crimes of America" conference in
Tehran. Attending were delegates from

some 50 countries, including the nine
Americans with Clark who are defying
President Carter's ban on travel to
Iran.
"I am so sure it is imperative that the
hostages be released now,so important
to the fulfillment of the Iranian revolution which it is damaging in a hundred
ways, so important to the individual
rights of the hostages and so important
to peace on earth, that I offer today to
take the place of any hostage if that will
help resolve this tragic crisis," Clark
said.

Two Persons Injured In
Wreck In City-County Park
Two persons were injured in a onecar accident on the winding road
through the Murray-Calloway County
Park at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday.
David Lovett, 17, Route 2, Murray, is
listed in guarded condition in the intensive care unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital this morning. Lovett
was a passenger in a 1974 Volkswagon
driven by Jon A. Johnson, MSU
Biological Station. Johnson was treated

and released at the hospital. Both were
taken to the hospital by the ambulance
service.

Jaycees Warn Merchants
Of Fair Book Ad 'Pirating
Local and area business and merchants are being warned by Calloway
County Fair Board officials of being approached to purchase advertising in an
"unofficial" program of events for this
year's Calloway County Fair.
Last year,' Sunshine Publications,
Inc.," of 1653 Beechwood Ave. in
Louisville printed such a program of
events for the 1979 fair using local
advertising.
According to a spokesman for the
Calloway County Fair Board, the "Sunshine Publications" publication included material "pirated" from the "official" fair book published each year by

According to Murray Police reports,
Johnson was attempting to negotiate a
curve when he lost control of the car.
The car, which was headed south, skidded across to the left side of the roadway, striking the curb of a median,
overturning and throwing Lovett out of
the car. The accident uprooted two
trees on the median.

To Be Offered In
Summer School
Special courses for needs of various
high school students will be offered in
the Summer School program scheduled
to open Monday, June 16, at the
Calloway County High School, according to Donna Herndon and Larry
Paschall, counselors at the school.
Among the courses to be offered will
be English land II, U. S. History, Math
I and H, and Life Science. Other
courses will be offered if sufficient demand is needed, Paschall said this morning.
Each L2 credit class will be two hours
and will meet five days per week for 35
days. The cost to students enrolled in
Calloway County High School will be
$25 for each Li credit, and for out of
district students the charge will be $50
for each Li credit.
Applications should be returned with
Li of the cost of the non-refundable
deposit by Friday, June 6, at the
Counselor's Office of the Calloway
County High School.
Paschall urged any students who
need credits to graduate with their
class group to enroll in the summer
school classes.

the fair board and the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees.
Fair board spokesmen further indicated that "Sunshine Publications"
has no License or agreement to sell
advertising fr any such program for the
Calloway County Fair and also indicated that "Sunshine Publications"
has no letter of approval to sell such
advertising.
Advertising space in the official Fair
Book published by the Calloway County
Fair Board is sold through the efforts of
the local Jaycee chapter.
Anyone having questions should contact T. P. Delaney, Jr., 753-8200 or
Jerry McCoy,753-5940.

Can Congress Override Fee Veto?
WASHINGTON ( AP - With both
sides agreeing that Congress will vote
to repeal President Carter's oil import
fee, the question is whether opponents
also have the strength to override his
almost-certain veto.
Recent test votes suggest the twothirds margin needed to override such a
veto can be achieved in both chambers.
But the White House is expected to
wage a heavy lobbying campaign and
some congressional leaders say they
expect a close vote on the override attempt.
Showdown votes on repealing the fee,
which would increase gasoline prices
by a dime a gallon if allowed to take effect, were due in both the House and
Senate today .
And by nightfall, a presidential veto
could be on its way back to Capitol Hill.
It was unclear, however, how soon an
override vote might be scheduled.
The administration considers the fee
an important conservation measure to
!educe US. reliance an imported oil. It
also would raise $10.3 billion for the
government next year.
The fee was to have taken effect it

gas pumps May 15 but was blocked by a
federal judge who said the president
overstepped his authority in trying to
restrict the impact of the fee to just
gasoline.
The administration is appealing that
court order.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
reiterated Tuesday the president's in-

tention to "veto immediately" any
legislation bearing a fee repealer even if it means vetoing a bill needed to
extend the government's borrowing
authority.
Opponents of the gas levy managed
last week to link the two issues, preventing passage of a one-month extension
of the present $879 billion debt limit

Month Of May Is Dryer
Than Normal Locally
The month of May was somewhat
dryer than normal locally according to
John E. Scott, official weather observer
for the National Weather Service.
A total of 2.81 inches of rainfall was
recorded here during May Scott said,
about an inch-and-a-half less than the
average May rainfall of 4.18 inches
measured the past several years.
The month's rainfall was indicative
' of the yearly precipitation total,
however, Scott reports. So far during
1980, 15.85 inches of precipitation have
been recorded locally.

Precipitation for the first five months
of a year has been averaging 22.85 inches according to Scott's records, a little more than seven inches greater than
rainfall measured this year.
The high temperature for the month
was 89 degrees recorded on May 28. The
average high temperature for the
month was 78.7 degrees.
The low temperature mark noted during May was 37 degrees on the night of
May 8 and the early morning of May 9.
The average low temperature for the
month was 55.6 degrees

PLACING OF WREATH - Members of the j.N. Williams chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy placed a wreath on the court square
statue honoring the memory of the Confederate soldiers. The statue was
unveiled in 1917. Members of the organization are, from left, front, Martha
Carter, Estelle Ezell, Marjorie Majors and Mary Davis. Calloway County
judge-eiecutive pro-tern Ginny Morgan is shown by the wreath
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-Evil news rides post,
while good news bates" -John Milton
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claimed his slam with a
forced trump lead up to his
awaiting A-9
West made a silly double
If successful, he would have

West's vicious double
6-4-A
NORTH
presaged evil tidings for
•5 3
declarers shaky club slam
•A Q 108
However, the double did
•A K J 4 3
the
alert South about
•8 2
trumps and Gabriel Chagas
WITEAST
of Brazil was able to time •10 9 7
•K J 2
the play so as to ride home a •5 1 2
•$64
winner
•Q101761
•9 5
3
•
bidding
strong
4
5
the
10
K
•
After
douWest's
.
North-South
by
SOUTH
•A Q 6 4
ble could be based only on a
•K J
strong club holding Accord• ingly, with at least one club
•1QJ976
loser in the works. Chagas
Vulnerable Both Dealer
had to find a way to avoid
South The bidding
two
Chances were small if the
North East
West
Pass
1•
Pass
spade king were offside or if
Pass
2•
Pass
the clubs were 5-0. so ChaPass
•
3
Pass
gas threaded his way in this
Pass
3 NT
Pass
manner
Pass
5•
Pass
The first diamond was
All pass
Dbl
ducked in dummy and
Opening lead Diamond nine
ruffed by declarer as a start
in reducing his trumps Next
gained 100 points If not, he
came a heart to dummy's 10
exposed himself to a loss of
and a winning spade finesse
1.540 Very long odds to give
The ace of spades was
a winner
cashed, a spade was ruffed
in dummy and dummy
Bid *uth Coro
cashed two high hearts,
South holds 6-4-B
leaving the lead in dummy
A second diamond was
+53
•A Q 109
ruffed by south and declarA KJ43
•
led.
was
er's last spade
+82
West was forced to follow
North
South
as dummy ruffed and a 1•
1•
third diamond was ruffed
with South's Jack After this
ANSWER: Two hearts A
play. South had only A-Q-9 hefty hand for a single raise
of clubs left and it was but not quite strong enough to
West's turn to play with K- jump to three
10-5-4.
--An overruff would not
Send bridge questions to The Ace,
P0 Box 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225
work. so West underruffed
envelope
No matter Chagas exited with self•addressed. stamped
for reply
with the club queen and he

liard hatdays alld bOfilictilMik nights.

Wednesday, June 4
Oaks Country Club ladies
day events will include golf
with Mary Wells as hostess,
and bndge with Henry Montgomery as hostess, both at
9 30 a.m
13th Annual Ladies George
Hart Invitational Golf Tournament will start at 9 a.m. at the
Murray Country Club with
Nancy Haverstock and Edith
Garrison as chairmen.

Wednesday, Jose 4
Mission Groups at Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet
at 7 p in. at the church

Saturday, Awe 7
Al-A-Lon is scheduled to
meeet at 8 pin, at Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.

A meeting of Coast Guard
Petty Officers on active duty,
reettred, and in the Coast
Guard Reserve will be held at
1 p.m. at Paris Landing for the
purpose of forming a regional
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 chapter of the Coast Guard
Free and Accepted Masons is Chief Petty Officers Associascheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at tion.
the lodge hall.

District 17 Unit 1 of Licensed
Practical Nursing Assocition
will have a bake sale at Roses
Department Store

Thursday, June 5
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 16th
Street Extended.

Rabies Clinics, sponsored
by the Health Department,
will be held at Penny, Stella,
Kirksey School, Almo
Ellis Center will be open
Grocery, Dexter, Valley from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acand
Drive-In, East Y Grocery,
tivities by the Murray Senior
Health Department, starting Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 9 a.m. at Penny and at 7 at 12 noon.
p.m. at the Health Department, North Seventh and
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Olive Streets. Cost will be $3 have activities from 10 a.m. to
per pet for the vaccination.
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Organizational meeting for
all interested teenagers in the
Meals for the Nutrition ProSummer's Teenage Volunteer
gram for the Elderly will be
Program at the Murray- served at 12 noon at the
Calloway County Hospital will
Douglas Center.
be at 10 a.m. at the hospital
all
to
open
is
This
cafeteria.
Calloway County Library
boys and girls who will be at Board of Trustees is scheduled
old.
years
least 14
to meet at the Public Library.
will
Citizens
Hazel Senior
Executive Board of Gamma
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m.
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
at the home of Brenda Jones.
All officers and committee
Meals for the Nutrition Pro- chairmen should attend.
gram for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Junior Golf will begin at 9
Douglas Center.
a.m. at the Murray Country

Miller-Paschall Vows
To Be Read On Friday
Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss Sheri
Rena Miller, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Miller, and
Terry Don Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Paschall,
The Rev. Mike Littrell will
perform the double ring
ceremony at 6:30 p.m. on Friday, June 6, at the Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove. The
music will be presented by
Melissa Brinkley and Angela
Manning.
Dana Beane, sister of the
bride-elect, will be the honor
attendants. Bridesmaids will
be Tereasa Paschall, Gina
Gargus,and C,elisa Curd.
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Rabies Clinics, sponsored
by the Health Department in
cooperation with local
veterinarians, will be held at
Midway, Crossland, Morton's
Store, Sinking Spring Church,
Lynn Grove, Brown's Grove,
Health
Coldwater, and
Department,starting at 9 a.m.
at Midway and at 7 p.m. at the
Health Department. Cost will
be $3 per pet for the vaccination.
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PARIS SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
PARIS.TENN.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs.Sarah Housden of Murray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
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Moderate prices• Sat tslaction guaranteed
• Open 84:Monday-Thursday,8-6 Fri

jienearis
Located In Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray, Ky.

Includes:
Potato, Bread,
& Salad Bar

RIB EYE
DINNER

Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held from 10
a.m. to p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch served at
11:45 a.m.

7741m
VISITS HERE
Mrs. Henrietta Brewirigton
of Montgomery. Ala., has been
the guest of her uncles, A. A.
. Doherty and O. T. ravis. Murray Boatel.

SPECIAL
FEATURES

New offi(
in a can(
with each
repeating tl
fice. Mary
chapter pre
Serving I
Carol Bea
Lynne Lot
Roth Rob

Reg.
Price
5
9
4
For Only $
$7.50

FRIDAY
It's All You Can Eat!

S.

SEAFOOD
BUFFET

Boiled & Fried Shrimp, Scallops, Crab Legs,
Frog Legs, Clams, Catfish, Salad Bar, Onion
Rings, Mushrooms, Steak Fries

$795

For Only

SUNDAY
SUNDAY
BUFFET

Saturday, June 7
Square and rounding dancing will be held at 7:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall.

Disco Dance and Barbecue
for high school age, ninth
grade and up, will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray Country Club. Each member may
invite one guest and cost will
be $1 per person. In charge of
arranements are Sue McCoart, Sue Spann, Terri
Burke,and Barbara Tracey.

Students
economics
school mod
had made
Mrs. Lucy
vided com
show.

MONDAY

Transportation for shopping
for senior citizens will be held
and cal 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.

Calloway Delegates will attend the district and state convention at Frankfort.

MAUL=
STARTS WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4th

Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Conley, Jr., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Audrey
Lynne, to Lindy Thomas Sutter, son of Mrs. Harry Allison
and Gearl Suiter of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Paul Jordan
of Murray and Mrs. Bill Jackson of Bloomington, Ind. She is
a 1979 graduate of Murray High School and is presently attending Murray State University.
Mr.Suiter is the grandson of Mrs. Howard Jewell and Mrs.
Elroy Suiter of Murray. He is a 1976 graduate of Murray High
School and is employed by Life and Casualty of Tennessee.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 5, at 3
p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church, Murray. A reception
will follow the ceremony at the home of the bride-elect's
parents.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Delegates from the
Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee to the
sta14' convention at Frankfort
on June 7 will meet at the Murray City Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Douglas Center is open from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for Senior
Citizens with bingo at 11 a.m.,
lunch at 12 noon, and table
games all p.m.

A 24 Moor
Nightmare Of Terror!

PRESEN
of the Mt
to the ne
stallation
01
— •••••••.

Miss Audrey Lynne Conley
and Lindy Thomas Suiter

A trip has been planned for the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens to Braridon Springs in the Land Between the
Lakes on Wednesday, June 25.
Toopie Thomas, coordinator, said the tour will be to the
Buffalo Range and The Homeplace-1850 before going to Brandon Springs Group Camp for lunch. The cost will be $7 plus $2
for lunch.
The group will leave from the St. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 West Main Street, Murray, at 10 a.m. and return at 3
p.m. Reservations and money must be in by Wednesday,
June 18, and for information call 753-0929, Mrs. Thomas said.

CIC IPol
7:15,9:15

Kevin Lovett, cousin of use
groom-elect, will be the best
man. Groomsmen will be
Roger Scott, Tim Graham,
and Gary Emerson.
The flower girl will be Sandy
Miller, and the ringbearer will
be Tracy Paschall. Ushers
will be Randy Adams and
Keith Lovett.
Melissa Miller will keep the
bridal register. The wedding
will be directed by Mrs.
Jeanette Fain.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Of Interest To

Friday,June 6
Club Membership Social
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

6IRMO,
_4

Saturday, Jane?
Couples Bridge of the Oaks
Country Club will be held and
call Dalton and Peggy Noel,
Freda Butterworth, or Doris
Johnson for reservations

aam

Represent
FEDERA
INSU RAO

Come See
Your Friends

4-Meats, Vegetables
Dessert &
Salad Bar

95
4
Just $

EVERY DAY
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

Try Our 3 Eggs
Fluffy Omelette
W/Biscuits & Gravy
Or One Egg W/Bacon
Biscuits And Gravy

lenearis
Located In Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray, Ky.

Breakfast Special
For

$1 25

For Carry Out
Service Call

753-7157

a.

Ask For Restaurant

''''"-•••••••101atto

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

•
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North Fork—

Many Guests Visit In Homes In
Area During The Past Few Weeks

PRESENTS GAVEL — Mary Morris, left, retiring president
of the Murray High School FHA, presents the official gavel
into the new president, Carol Beaman, during the recent
stallation.

the engageter, Audrey
trry Allison

?aul Jordan
, Ind. She is
fently atten-

ell and Mrs.
turray High
minessee.
July 5, at 3
A ti,tlon
ride-elect's

•1

d all friends
id the recep-

MODELS DRESS — Kathy Roberts, right, models at a style
show held during a Murray High School FHA meeting.
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, chapter advisor, provided the commentary for the show which included students modeling
garments they made during the year in her home
economics classes.

Photos by Kaye Peebles

Murray High FHA Has Style Show
A style show and installation Gina Shipley, secretary;
of offices were features of the Paulette Kelly, treasurer;
May 12th meeting of the Mur- Teresa Suiter, parliamenSears,
Laura
ray High School Chapter of the :a ria n ;
Future Homemakers of historian; Melanie Roos,
America held at 6:30 p.m. in reporter; Kim Oles, recreation leader; Lisa Wilson, devothe school library.
tional leader; Denise
Students from the home Eversrneyer, song leader;
economics clossPs at the
Samantha Wilder, scholarship
school modeled garments they chairman; Terri Wells, honor
year.
the
had made during
roll chairman,
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, teacher, pro- The devotion on "A Teenage
vided commentary for the Girl Having A Conversation
show.
With God" was presented by

;. Price
67.50

New officers were installed
in a candlelight ceremony
with each previous officer
repeating the duties of that office. Mary Morris, retiring
chapter president, presided.
Serving for 1980-81 will be
Carol Beaman, president,
Lynne Loberger, first vice
Kathy Roberts, second vice,
Ask us about
the Recovery
Incomes
policy. It helps
provide you
with a steady
income while
you're getting
better.

)5
le
ids

Tennis Group B To
Play Here Friday
Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play Friday, June 6,
at 9:30 a.m. at the club courts.
Pairings are as follows:
Court One — Barbara
Malinauskas, Norma Frank,
Vicki Miller, and Joy
Waldrop.
Court Two — Sheila Grogan,
Sandy Brannon, Sandy Coleman,and Ann Haney.
Court Three — Marilyn
Adkins, Janey Ryan, Annie
Knight,and Lashlee Foster.
Frances Hulse will be a
substitute.

Bob Nanney Ins.
107 N. 4th Murray
753-4937
•NM

*C

Representing
FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

P7Wyrilirri
_if,e/d_e-

15

5

Gina Shipley, devotional
leader, and Tina Swift. Sharon
Whaley is retiring secretary.
Chapter mothers present
were Mrs. Calvin Morris, Mrs.
Dan Shipley, and Mrs. Gordon
Loberger, along with Mrs.
Charles McCuiston. Advisors
present were Mrs. Lilly and
Mrs. A. B. Crass.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Frankie Horton of Dexter has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

We are happy to announce that Teri McCord, bride-elect of
Larry Benton has
made her selections

Happiness Place
1104 Story Ave.
753-4561

1PY AVAILABLE

By Mrs. R. D. Key
May Li, 1909
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lee
Vandyke of Chicago, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs Gaylon Morris, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall, and Mrs. Bettie Jenkins visited in the home
of Mr and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frances Deering of Detroit, Mich., have
been the recent guests of Mrs.
Ovte
Mrs. Rena Paschall was admitted to the Henry County
Hospital, Parts, Tenn., on
Tuesday for treatment.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Tuesday
were Mr.and Mrs.Glynn Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Lavettia, Mr. and Mrs.
Derrel Wilson, Lisa and Mike
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key, and Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Overstreet and son, David,
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frances Deering at their
home on Tuesday.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson Wednesday were
Mr. and Mrs. Frances Deering.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morris planted the garden of Mrs.
Jessie Paschall on Thursday.
They then had supper with
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and Ginger Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn., spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr. On Saturday the
Wyatts and Orrs had dinner
with the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr. Rev. Orr left May 18 to be
the speaker in a revival at
Princeton.
Mrs. Warren Sykes took
some strawberries to Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on
Monday.
The Rev. and Mrs. James
Phelps visited her mother,
Mrs. Katie Garrett, in West
Memphis, Ark., on Friday and
Saturday.

Mrs. Carlie B. Paschall Hopkins and Mrs. Ruby Owen
iisited Mr. and Mrs. Othel over the weekend. Others
visiting in the home of Mrs.
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt, Owen on Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Ruby Owen, and Mrs. Mrs. May Dale, Mrs. Rex
Estelle Brisendine were Owen, Anissa Owen, and Lori
Saturday guests of Mrs. R. D. ')wen.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Key.
Guests in the home of Mr. Gallirnore, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on Gaylon H. Morris, Michelle
Sunday morning were Mr. and and Mary Grace Morris, and
Hrs. Jack Wyatt, Ginger Mrs. Jessie Paschall were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wyatt, and Rickie Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr Gaylon Morris on Sunday.
The Rev. Glynn M.Orr filled
were dinner guests of Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins on Sunday. She the pulpit at the Shady Grove
went home with them for a few Baptist Church on May 25. Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr attended
days.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Clerris services there Sunday night.
Visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Wilson, and Mrs. Frances
attended
the Kuykendall on Sunday were
Deering
homecoming at the Oak Hill Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie KuykenBaptist Church near Martin, dall.
Mrs. Eva Thurman and
Tenn., on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mrs. Beaulah Lamb visited
Farley of South Haven, Miss., Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes on
visited Mr.and Mrs. Cooper Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Jones over the weekend.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall had as visited Mrs. Rubena Dawes,
guests Sunday afternoon, Mr. Murray,on Sunday.
and Mrs. Bailey Grooms.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely
and daughter, Carla, of Murray, visited the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee, Roseville, Mich.,
last week. They were there for
Mrs. Lee's birthday on May 18
Miss Willette Richardson,
and attended church with
June 7th bride-elect of Martin
them.
Oliverio, has been comMrs. Lorene Smith of Memplimented with three bridal
phis, Tenn., visited Mr. and
events prior to her wedding
Mrs. Hafford Cooper on
day. Parents of the couple are
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry RichardThe Rev. and Mrs. Terry
son of Aurora and Mrs. Rose
Sills of Draffenville visited
Oliverio of Westchester, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on Wednesday.
A surprise shower was held
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykenat Glynn's Restaurant, Hundall visited Mrs. Jessie
tington, N. Y., with dinner
Paschall on Friday.
serUed to a private party of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Mareight.
shall visited Mr. and Mrs.
The hostess for the special
Douglas Vandyke on Saturoccasion was Mrs. L. L.
day.
Schwall, aunt of Miss RichardMr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
who also oresented her
and son, Mike, Chicago, 111.1 :. 900;
with a floral centerpiece.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Following the dinner, Baked
Alaska was served by the
maitre d'.

cDe
By Abigail Van Buren

Examining the Roots
Of a Hairy Problem
DEAR ABBY: My wife cannot stand any body hair on
herself — or on me!
Elaine took her electric shaver along on our honeymoon,
and before she would let me get into bed with her she shaved
off all my body hair! Since it was our honeymoon and she
was only-19 and I was 20, I didn't protest too much. I
thought eventually she would get over her negative feelings
about body hair, but I was wrong. We've been married for 20
years, and thanks to her electric shaver, neither of us has a
hair from the neck down!
Otherwise, our marriage has been a good one, so I have
put off calling a halt to this ridiculous shaving ritual.
M y doctor knows why I am hairless, but I would like to be
able to wear sleeveless shirts and go swimming in public.
and in this hairless condition I can do neither without
feeling embarrassed.
I think it's time to stop this shaving bit, but every time I
mention it, Elaine says she will not get into bed with me if I
am covered with hair.
Please help me.
HAIRLESS IN HURON
DEAR HAIRLESS: Don't expect a fanatic obsession
that has been indulged for 20 years to disappear
quickly and easily. Tell your wife that body hair is
natural, and her negative feelings about it have
placed an unfair burden on you. Elaine needs professional help to get to the root of her hairy problem.
DEAR ABBY: A friend sold us a puppy that he claims is a
thoroughbred German Police, but the older the dog gets, the
more he looks like a mutt. What do you think'?
GYPPED IN GARDEN CITY
DEAR GYPPED: Maybe he's in the Secret Service,
DEAR ABBY: A reader wrote to say that her mother was
suicidal because she had lost her sight. I was sorry to hear
that, because I know a blind woman who handles her
affliction like a saint. I met her at a supermarket where I am
a box boy, and incredible as it sounds, this woman always
shops alone and does as well or better than most sighted
people: She feels the packages and shakes them, and rarely
does she make a mistake.
We remodeled the store last year and the layout was
changed, but this remarkable blind woman quickly caught
on while sighted people had trouble locating the products.
One man behind her in the checkout line asked me where an
item was, and before I had a chance to respond, she told
him!
Her courage and independence have inspired me and
many of our customers) to view disabilities not as a curse
but a challenge.
INSPIRED IN LA
DEAR INSPIRED: Thank you for an inspirational
observation.
DEAR ABBY: As an appreciative regular reader. may I
suggest some additional advice to the older woman whose
voice grows huskier as she grows older. She complained
because she was frequently called "sir" on the telephone)
She should see a throat specialist without delay. It could be
a growth in her larynx.
F.A.S.. M.D.
CONFIDENTIAL to those who have sent for Abby's
booklets: Please, please he patient. I am literally
deluged with orders and am getting them out as
quickly as posisible.

Constipation woes
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
function But my mother died
of cancer and I'm very
concerned Would you suggest
I discuss this matter with
another doctor or should I
continue with what my doctor
advises' I have no reason
other than this to question his
judgment and I've been his
patient for years
DEAR READER - As long
as you're satisfied with your
doctor and he's been doing a
good job for you for years. I
would hesitate to recommend
that you permanently change
to another physician. However, the medical profession
encourages consultation
whenever there is a problem
If you are concerned about it.
insist that your doctor refer
you to a specialist in gastroenterology and let him review
your problem and make recommendations to your doctor
You should at least have a
rectal examination if not a
...e
/ / '
proctoscopic examination at
the time of your check up
Why,Because one of the most
PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from common causes of cancer
in both men and womdeaths
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
en is cancer of the bowel. A
was Larry Gardner of Hardin. good many of these can be felt
with a finger examination of
the rectum and, of course
more can be found with a
proctoscope or sigmoidoscope
examination of the lower
colon
Although you didn't say why
Harold Henson were hostesses you're on a salt-free diet. I
for a bridal shower held at the assume that you're not taking
medicines to cause you to
Fellowship Building of the any
eliminate salt and water and
Union Ridge Baptist Church.
thus cause you to be relatively
Miss Richardson and her dehydrated. Patients who take
mother, Mrs. Henry Richard- these medicines sometimes
son, were presented with cor- have more bowel problems
sages of red carnations by the because the food residue is
dried out from the loss of norhostesses.
mal body water.
Punch, nuts, mints, and
I am sending you The
cake were served to approx- Health Letter number 2-1
imately 30 persons.

DEAR DR LAMB
I have
a problem with constipation
It can take days before I have
a bowel movement and an the
meantime. I have a feeling of
fullness in the abdomen
For years I have been on a
salt-free diet on doctors'
orders I don't eat white bread
and use only whole wheat I
eat fruit and fresh vegetables
daily and I often eat yogurt I
drink fruit juices daily and
coffee and tea I walk a lot
and ride a bicycle often Fm
55 and twice a year my doctor
examines me and does a Pap
smear I brought up this problem several times but he pays
no attention to it My husband
has an annual examination
and gets a proctoscope but my
doctor said it wasn't necessary for me
I know I feel tense and this
will hinder regular bowel

irritable or spastic Colon and
Constipation It will give you
some general information on
bowel habits and bowel care
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-aduressed
envelope for it Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P0 Box 1551,
Radio City Station. New York,
NY 10019
Although you're eating
whole-wheat bread instead of
white bread, you may still not
be getting enough bulk
Miller's bran or plain bran
can be added to breakfast
foods to increase the cereal
bulk anci that helps in some
cases Or you can try one of
the bulk laxatives such as
Metamucil, which as far as
the bowel is concerned has
about the same effect
I would strongly advise
against your taking chemical
laxatives or getting in the laxative habit. These act differ
ently than the bulk producer

Willette Richardson
Is Honored At Events

A coffee was held at the
home of Mrs. Jerry Hopkins,
Murray. The hostesses were
Mrs. Harold Jones, Mrs. Roy
Weatherly, Mrs. Virginia Dixon, Mrs. Nelle Pace, and Mrs.
•
HoPkini
The
bride-elect was
presented with a corsage of
white roses by the hostesses.
Refreshments were served to
Mrs. Junior Brandon, Mrs. approximatey 50 persons who
Harold Jones and Mrs. called during the morning.

0“ER GOOD LIMITED TIME 0010,

Artcraft Photography
Weddings
" Frames
- Portra-it-sOne Day Processin
118 So. 12th
753-0035

Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

T-Mart
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

CHEERIOS
WHEATIES 18oz
TOTAL 12
TRIX 12oz
COCA PUFFS 1 2 n.

DISCOUNT
FOODS
Cosh & Food Stamps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

CHILI HOT BEANS
PINTO BEANS
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
KIDNEY
BEANS
s

iktiitE
JUICE

is...27
$197
9., •

Milk

19,

Mac, & Cheese
Apple Juice
American Cheese
Light Syrup

3,.. 67C
949
89`
2,5c
320,

Pork & Beans

Jolly Good
Whole Kernel
or Cream Style

Field Bologna

27

Flavored Drink M
Peanut Butter
Light Bulbs
Saltines

35c
99c
69'
89€
S13
55`

Tomatoes

White vinegar

no, 49c
,s.,

Cheerios
Cottage Cheese

$.09
I

o, 83c

55c
, 33c
49c

Fruit Cocktail
Apple Sauce
Peach Halves
Luv Diapers

Thrifly Maid

TOMATOES

494

16 ox.

0. 31c
Beets
Light Bulbs
Coffee Creamer

S139

99c

Turnip Green
Spinach

311

31c

596
256
836

Bathroom Tissue
Can Gravy
Salad Dressing
Mayonnaise

320.

$11,
I

70 it,

43c
s2"

Marshmallow Cream

33c
Tomato Sauce

Charcoal

Capri

Flair

VEGETABLE
OIL
,0i $129

69c
31'

Tuna

45c

Margarine

16 or.

17 oz.

79'

.0, 696

Pimentos

11
;

Grape Juice

ioo, $119

SPAGHETTI
VERM1NCEW
MACARONI

CORN

Dry Navy Beans

32 o

Pre
LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
$1 10
42 ox

LIQUID DISH
DETERGENT
32 o 2

494

4

•••
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Looking Back

Opinion Paw_
Business Mirror

10 Years Ago
Plans for a new main pcstoffice at
Murray were announced today by
Postmaster General W. M Blount. The
site of the new building has not been
selected as yet, officials said.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
M.(Alma) Bradley, Mrs. Mattie Sheppard,and Mn.Ora Grubbs.
Kenneth Sinclair, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Sinclair of Murray, is in Cajamarces, Peru, serving with the
United States Peace Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beane announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dianna Kay,to
John A. Youngerman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Al Yowigerman.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby McDowell on June 1.
The yard of Mr. and Mrs. John
Bowker at 1601 Keenland has been named as the June Yard of the Month by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club,
Max Hurt and his wife, Mavis, are attending the 61st annual convention of
Rotary International at Atlanta, Ga.

By John Cunniff

Where Money Goes
NEW YORK (AP —After examining
the report on housing released today by
the US. League of Savings Associations, which represents many mortgage
lenders, you may conclude that home is
where the money goes.
It remains true, to some extent, that
home is also where the heart is, but it
now takes a lot of cash as well as a lot of
heart to keep the home from
dominating rather than serving its
master.
To begin with, the report states, it
usually takes two paychecks today to
support a newly bought home, because
the price rose 32 percent in just two
years, and monthly carrying costs
jumped 37 percent to $550.
No less than 46 percent of 14,000
buyers examined last year needed to
apportion more than one-quarter of
monthly income for principal and interest repayments, real estate taxes,
utilities and insurance.
So expensive has the house become
that only 18 percent of purchases last
year were by first-time buyers, despite
rapid family formations. Existing
owners, with equity, were better able to
meet requirements.
Nevertheless, nearly 43 percent of all
home buyers last year put down less
than 20 percent of the purchase price,
choosing or being forced to carry 80
percent mortgages at extraordinarily
high rays.
Housing costs, therefore, seem to
have preempted the paycheck, leaving
much less for savings, travel and entertainment, to mention just three of the
activities that a second paycheck was
supposed to finance.
But while costs have risen, so have
values, and ,many homeowners have
learned to tap them. In that sense, the
house has also become a bank. Sellers
in 1979 took $31,000 in equity from the4
homes, but used only two-thll-ds of that
amount as down payments on their next
homes.
The study,"Homeownership: Coping
With Inflation," is viewed by the say-

ings and loan people, who hold more
than half of all outstanding home mortgages, as evidence of an inflationinduced crisis in housing.
Inflation, the report contends, not only focuses with particular intensity on
housing markets but also depresses
household savings, the primary source
of home mortgage credit. It blames
government policies.
"It is imperative that the federal
government incorporate a balanced set
of fiscal and monetary policies in the
fight against inflation," the report
states, adding:
"Anti-inflation policies which rely
solely on high interest rates obviously
are ineffective — and unfairly burden
housing with most of the weight in the
anti-inflation struggle."
The first words in the report state
that "The 1979 housing market is the
story of inflation's harmful impact on
the America economy."
The impact, it says, was
"traumatic," an effect that can be
verified by the family that needed a
house and couldn't afford it, and by
those who bought houses and wonder
now if they can continue to carry them.

Bible Thought
Therefore if any man be in Christ,
he is a new creature: Old things are
passed away; behold, all things are
become new. II Corinthians 5:17
Tired of the life you are now lie'rig? Try new life in Christ It's yours,
free for the asking.

Funny World
.

Those Orson Welles tv commercials
have gotten to-the younger generation.
Barry Sullivan's six-year-old grandson
Christian, sat down to a bowl of cornflakes the other morning and asked,
-What goes with Post Toasties, red or
white wine?"
44-4-4-4+++4++++:•

The Story Of

—370

Calloway County
1822-1976 By Wetly and Kerby Jennings

Caw**, ITS
++++++++++++++++4
The largest fire loss on record was that of the huge blaze that
destroyed the A. P. Fanner & Co., warehouse on Railroad Avenue
where 2,200 ranges belonging to Murray Manufacturing Company
were stored. The fire, June 24, 1957, caused a loss of an estimated
quarter of a million dollars. Fortunately, a crew from the stove
plant had completed loading 1,000 stoves in a box car before the
blaze broke out, reportedly to have originated by someone inadvertently tossing a match or cigaret. The previous Saturday, Local
1068 of the UAW had approved a three-year working agreement
with the stove company with provisions of nearly 19 cents an hour
increase and a cost of living clause.
In this year at the height of,the trading stamp craze, the Real
Estate Board of Calloway County was organized under the sponsorship of the Kentucky Real Estate Association. Freeman Johnson
was elected president, Harding Galloway, vice president, and Hoyt
Roberts, treasurer. Realtors joined in a gentleman's agreement on
trading ethics. Fiscal court reported a surprise all its own when
it left a $32,000 balance at the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 1957.
One of Calloway County's most energetic men and native of
New Concord, Hafford Parker, died from a heart attack at his home
on North 10th Street. Hafford, apparently aware of declining health,
had turned over the major operation of his extensive Parker Motors
Sales and Service to his three son, Joe, James and John. Hafford's
long presence in Murray had been a tremendous contribution to
the joy of being a citizen of this town. He was a sharp and outspoken critic of every plan he was convinced was contrary to the
peace, welfare and dignity of his community. He was buried in
the City Cemetery.
In this year of expanding new organizations, M. 0. Weather,
executive secretary of the MSU Alumni Association and public relations director, perfected the state Joint Association of State Colleges
of Higher Education held at Murray State College June 5, 1957.
For his efforts he was honored with the first presidency.

Open Forum

Lyon, Livingston, Marshall and Crittenden county contain more numerous
faults than our own Calloway County. It
is believed that the Dam at Gilbertsville has seven faults underneath its
structure. Considering the number of
faults in this area,] personally feel that
we as residents of the area should acquaint ourselves with some workable
knowledge of earthquakes.
According to experts in Seismic activity, the longer an area is quiet the
more pressure it builds up. The "Plate"
theory (plates beneath the surface
overlap and shift, causing earthquakes
or land movement) was rejected for
several years by the scientific community, but is accepted by most scientists at the present time. In this area of
the country, according to the Tectonic
map, the layers of the earth are more
solid and rigid than for example the
California area, therefore it is quite
possible-that when a major guide does
occur it could be of great magnitude..
The last large quake was in 1811, and at
this time Reelfoot lake was formed.
None of this area was very populated at
this time but records show that there
was an extensive amount of earthquake
activity. Being aware of this past
history, it is not a pleasant thought to
believe that we live in an area prone to
this sort of devastating natural occurance.
As a resident of this county I feel it is
my duty to become aware and fairly
knowledgable in the area of possible
natural threats. This is the triggering
factor in my search for facts pertaining
to our county and the surrounding area.
After all, if we experience. a major
quake the surrounding counties could
greatly affect us, especially with all of
the water from both the lakes and the
rivers we are dealing with in our vacinity.
After obtaining the maps and corresponding with some of the experts in
both Memphis and Saint Louis, I was
stimulated to pursue this course of
study. This led me to search the market
for current books on the subject, which
I found were few. After reading and studying the available material I began to
realize that this could be a serious problem for residents of this county. We
need to at least pause and make
ourselves aware of the potential danger
we live with daily and to aquaint
ourselves with precautionary measures
in the event a major quake should occur.
Many accepted reliable sources warn
and describe these troubled times to us.
Among the locally accepted sources are
the Bible, scientists sharing their
research and maps, and history books
dealing with past activity locally. Other
sources which some folks in this area
might find difficult to listen to are the
leading psychics, both past and present, the Eastern religious leaders and
many astrologers, all of whom agree
with the scientific community, in expecting great earth changes in the next
two decades. There is much talk about
the unusual alignment of the planets in
our glaxay in the year of 1982. It still re-

mains for future minds to prove if
Juipter, Uranus or Mercury control or
trigger off earthquake action, or it
could possibly be some other unknown
force not mentioned. I feel it would be
very egotisical of present day man to
feel we have made all of the discoveries
either spiritually or scientific which we
are capable of making.
Jeffrey Goodman, PH.D., in his book
We Are The Earthquake Generation,
has relied on all of the different sources
to draw his conclusions of the world and
the United States in particular, regarding future, major natural disasters.
Goodman received his degree from the
Colorado School of Mines in geological
engineering and he states, "we may be
missing the forest for the trees because
of the fragmentation of scientific
perspective resulting from academic
specialization:: He futher states that
his thesis for his book is "that soon - in
fact in the next generation - we may
face such cataclysmic changes that•
civilization as we know it would end.
Some investigatots think that we are
already living on borrowed time." The
period most of these minds agree upon
is from 1980 until the year 2000. The idea
is not new that in the year 2000 or close
to it, we may experience a shift in the
Axis, causing the tropic and artic
regions to switch places.
Personally,I do not find any of this information frightening, and maybe this
will be God's way of cleansing the
planet earth of some of its known ills. I
strongly believe that ignorance and
lack of prepardness for not only us, but
our children and grandchildren can be
very dangerous. No one at this stage of
man's advancement knows what the
future holds with exactness and maybe
this is not important. I do feel we have a
personal responsibility to assist future
generations of Kentuckians in dealing
with potential trauma as a result of
natural forces.
Today as lam writing this article, the
inner burners of the earth are heating
up on the West Coast. As Mount St.
Helen's spreads ash over a widespread
area, we are faced with the fact that
none of us live in isolation from others
suffering. We have heard from this one
volacano after it's long rest and even
the experts are not sure her message is
complete. A 500 mile stretch of California has been receiving quakes and
many people wonder if this is a pretuner for greater activity. Has the entire Pacific Ring of Fire (chain of
volcanos in and around the Pacific
Ocean Region) been activated by the
past two weeks action on the
Westcoast? Can we as concerned persons avoid dealing with our own area
and possible activity? I do not recommend panic but prepardness or at least
an awareness to those people living in
the western portion of Kentucky and to
our surrounding neighbors. Hopefully
this Westcoast action will not spread to
the East, but should this occur let us
have some workable knowledge to deal
with any problems which may occur as
a result of earthquake activity in our
area.

•

To Be Continued
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20 Years Ago

Panic Or Prepardness?
By Lucy M. Wright
Most people in Murray and Calloway
County go about their daily business,
thinking of their most pressing problems and never knowing or dealing
with the fact that we live in a high risk
area for earthquakes. Few people know
that the city of Murray has a double
fault line running underneath the main
section of our town. According to Bennie Cooper, Professor at Murray State
University, this fault is experiencing
some activity at the present time.
Mr. Cooper came to Murray with
several years of Disaster training and
personal experience in dealing with
Military type disasters. While teaching
at the University he has implemented a
new course entitled "Disaster Prepardness." A group of these students
became interested in the Seismic activity and the probability of earthquake
—darnage to this area. With Bennie's able
guidance,he and the class have not only
located the. fault in Murray, but they
are studying it for changes which may
possibly occur over a period of time.
After locating this fault they contacted
the Seismic experts in both Saint Louis
and Memphis to verify their find.
Cooper and his associates made
photographs of this fault and took
measurements which will be used to indicate future movement. According to
the opinion of the experts contacted,
this area is long overdue for a major
quake.
As most local residents of the area
know, we are not very many miles from
the area which is known as the New
Madrid Fault region. We are actually in
what is known as the New Madrid
Seismic Zone according to Dr. A. C.
Johnston, Director of the Tennessee Information Center in Memphis, Tennessee. The New Madrid Seismic Zone
could be as dangerous as the much
publicized San Andreas region of
California, but it is a known fact that
you are not dealing with as many major
cities or such a large number of people.
Therefore, little has been written about
our potential danger in this rural area.
The Western Kentucky Gas Map has
each of the known faults in Western
Kentucky marked and this information
indicates, even to an amateur, that we
are living in a high risk area. Also, the
U.S. IIV..eological Survey Earthquake
Risk Map of 1976, includes portions of
Western Kentucky, the Southern
regions of both Illinois and Indiana, the
Western area of Tennessee, the Eastern
sections of Missouri and Arkansas and
a small portion of Northern Alabama,
as all being located within the risk zone
of Seismic activity. The local fault in
Murray crosses the East Fork of
Clark's River near the city and another
small fault is located near the same
fork in the Kirksey area. The greatest
number of faults in Calloway County
are located along the Kentucky Lake
and Tennessee River area in the
eastern portion of the county. Many of
these are what is known as surface
faults while others are concealed by
younger rocks or only inferred. Other
surrounding counties such as Trigg,

..rve
,'•'01,m,

1976 U.S. Geological Survey Earthquake Risk.Map
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Local high school students have been
accepted to study at a seminar science
and mathematics training program this
summer at Murray State College. They
are Sandra Bedwell, ICirksey; lila
Cathey and Judith Ann Whitlow, Lynn
Grove; Georgia Ann Coles, Hazel; Randy Patterson, New Concord; Judith
Ann Grogan, College High; Leah
Caldwell, William E. Collie, Ann Dunn,
Lin Johnson, Lusanne Lilly, and Ann
Wrather, Murray High.
Deaths reported include Mary Lisa
Brandon, one day, and John E. Robinson,42.
Robert Carroll, senior engineer of the
B. F. Goodrich Company at Calvert City,spoke on "Electronic Industrial Control" at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Beane announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Frankie Mae,
to Robert Fred Herndon,son of Mr. and
Mrs:Fred Herndon, Jr.
The Rev. Paul Dailey, formerly of
Hazel, has accepted the call as pastor of
the Friendship Baptist Church, Lincoln
Park, Mich. He has been pastor at the
First Baptist Church, Benton, for the
past six years.

30 Years Ago
Harry Sledd, Murray Postmaster,
has announced a change in the hours of
the window openings as of June 5. The
windows will be open from 7:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Alice
Wells.
New officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary include Mrs. Gerald Gordon,
Mrs. Mildred Bell, Mrs. Mildred
Ragsdale, Mrs. Dee Denning, Mrs. Bertha N. Shroat Dunn, Mrs. Mildred
Barnett, Mrs. Edgar Overbey,and Mrs.
R. F. Blankenship.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Overcast of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughte,
June,to W. A. Ladd,Jr., of Paris,Tenn.
Piano students of Miss Lillian Waiters were presented in a recital at the
Murray High School auditorium last
night.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Holiday Affair" starring Robert Mitchum,Janet Leigh, and Wendell Corey.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 4, the
156th day of 1980. There are 210 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1942,
the battle of Midway began in the
Pacific Theater of World War II. It
would end in Japan's first decisive
defeat of the war.
On this date:
In 1647, the British army took King
Charles I hostage.
In 1896, Henry Ford made a successful run with his car — a nighttime
drive around the streets of Detroit.
In 1961, President John Kennedy met
with Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev
in Vienna.
In 1973, the White House acknowledged that President Richard Nixon had
conferred frequently with his lawyer,
John Dean, about the Watergate scandal in 1973.
Ten years ago: an attempted hijacking was foiled when FBI agents shot out
the tires of a jet with 51 people on board
as it landed at Washington's Dulles AirPort.
Five years ago: the Greek parliament decided former King Constantine
will be permitted to return to Greece
to run for political office if he chooses.
Last year: South African President
John Vorster resigned when an investigative commission accused him of
trying to cover up a government scandal.
Today's birthdays: Opera singer
Robert Merrill is 61. Actor Dennis
Weaver is 55.
Thought for today: In the past, those
who foolishly sought power by riding
the back of the tiger, ended up inside. —
President John Kennedy (1917-1963),
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By PAUL CHUTKOW
Associated Press Writer
PARIS (API— Last year's
dream final at the French
Open tennis championships
didn't happen, but this year it
just might: the European clay
court expertise of Sweden's
Bjorn Borg against the hammering American attack of
Jimmy Connors.
Connors ground down clay
court specialist Hans
Gild,emeister of Chile 6-4, 6-0,
6-0, earning the right to face
Vitas Gerulaitis in the
semifinals of this two-week
grind toward the $53,000 men's
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BEARING DOWN IN THE LAST INNING — Darren Hooper
fires his way to a no-hitter for the Angels in a Senior Babe
Ruth game last night.

Giving up two hits in two
weeks is not a bad wwiy to start
a season and receive some attention for future promise as a
high school pitcher.
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But the day's matches were
overshadowed by a burgeoning controversy over a match
that was never played,
between Spain's Manuel
Orantes and Argentina's
Guillermo Vitas.
The Orantes-Vilas match,
originally scheduled for Monday, faded to come off when
V das was granted a 45-minute
delay in the starting time in
order to treat stomach
cramps, Orantes said he

By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — An
attorney representing Codex
was to present evidence today
he hoped would clinch the
colt's disputed victory in the
Pre_akness Stakes at Pimlico
Race Course on May 17.
Codex finished 43,4 lengths
ahead of Genuine Risk in the 1
316-mile classic but Diana and
Bertram Firestone, owners of
the runnerup, have appealed a
stewards' decision which
disallowed a foul claim
against the winner,
Jockey Jacinto Vasquez,
aboard Genuine Risk, claimed
that the filly had been impeded and jostled, and was either
struck or intimidated by the
whip of Angel Cordero Jr., the
rider of Codex, as they came

In his own match Tuesday,
Gerulaitis had trouble with
Poland's Wojtek Fibak, but
got his game finely tuned in
the fifth set to win 6-3, 5-7, 6-4,
3-6, 6-3.
In the race for the $42,500
women's crown, Chris Evert
Lloyd brushed aside young
American Kathy Jordan 6-2,60 and looked a strong bet to
hold on to her crown at Roland
Garros Stadium.

curve was not working as well
as he had hoped. He added
that he thought it was as
strong a game as he has ever
pitched.

The Cards also lost the first
game to the Yanks when Bobby Daniel scored on a bad
throw from the catcher back
to the pitcher's mound.
Don Hargrove got the win
Darren Hooper of the Angels
Hooper also bolstered the
has done that in his first two hitting attack as he and Marty for the Yanks in relief as he
outings in the Senior Babe McCuiston had three runs bat- pitched 21-3 innings, giving up
two hits, striking out two and
Ruth League this summer, ted in.
walltingone batter.
Last night, he pitched a noThe
win
brought
the
Angels'
Daniel had three hits and
, hitter as his team defeated the
record
to
3-1
while
the
Cards
scored two runs .while Mark
Cards, 13-1.
slipped to 0-4. Vic Marshall Denham had two doubles.
Af(er the game,Hooper said scored three runs for the
The Yanks are now also 3-1
he relied on his slider since his -losers.'
for the season.
•

Yanks, Cards
Win In T-Ball
In a pair of T-Ball games
last night, the Yankees
defeated the Cardinals, 36-34,
and the Tigers got by the
Giants, 32-31.
For the winning Yankees,
Amy Spears and Chris
Garland had home runs while
Jay Richardson had one for
the Cardinals.
For the Tigers, Jason Kelley
and Aaron Whitaker had
homers with Michael Carr hitting one out of the park for the
Giants.
The Tigers are now 2-0, the
Yankees 1-1, and the Cardinals and Giants 0-1.

)ry

for the Cubs in relief and pitched three innings, giving up
three runs with five strikeouts
and three walks, to get the
win. Hampton and Mike Bucy
had the Cubs'only two hits.
The Cubs reached base fifteen times on walks.
For the losing Astros, now 03, Shey Ellis had two hits and
three runs batted in while Jeff
Durham had two hits and one
RBI.
In the second game, David

Sykes was also the winning
pitcher in relief, going the last
two innings with two
strikeouts and allowing no
hits.
Jason Winchester led the
Cards with two triples and two
runs batted in while Jamie
Shields had a triple. For the
A's, who had only two hits for
the game, Eddie Lovins drove
in two runs and scored a run.
The A's fell to 1-2 with the
loss.

out of the final turn.
But Attorney Arnold
Weiner, representing Tartan
Farm, the owner of Codex,
turned over a sequential
series of 27 still photographs to
the Thoroughbred Board of
the Maryland Racing Cornmission on Tuesday.
The photographs, made by
Weyinan Swagger of the
Baltimore Sunpapers, were
presented during crossexamination of a Firestone
witness, so an attempt to
authenticate them through expert testimony was delayed
until Weiner calls his
witnesses to the stand.
Weiner claims four of the
photographs, when matched
with frames from ABC-TV
tapes taken at the same instant, will show that the two

By ELLEN HA DDOW
Associated Press Writer
OMAHA, Neb. ( AP) — A
freshman whose favorite pitch
is a "slurve" and a catcher
who switched to a new bat
combined to upset top-ranked
Miami 9-3 Tuesday night,
moving Hawaii in the finals of
the College World Series.
Wednesday night's pairings
match California against
Miami and Hawaii against
Arizona. Hawaii, the only
team without a loss in the 1980
National Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament, will
go to the finals even if they

lose to Arizona.
throw a slurve, which Ls
my sidearm curve," said
Bryan Duquette, a southpaw
who pitched a six hitter.
Collin Tanabe, who switched
to a new, lighter bat Tuesday
night, drove in five Rainbow
runs with a home run and a
double.
"We're a young club and
we're cocky," said Tanabe,
who as a junior is one of the
team's elders.
The Rainbows, 60-16, have
four seniors on their roster
and only two have seen action
in Omaha. Their youth and
style of play earned them the
nickname "Keiki Korps"
earlier this season. Keiki
means youth.
-There were a lot of reasons
why we shouldn't have won,"
said Hawaii Coach Les
Murakarni.
"We're not supposed to be
here," he said. -We have no
All-Americans. This is a
tribune to youth. My kids
didn't know what they were
doing," he added.
Hawaii took a 1-0 lead in the
first on a run-ecoring single by
Jay Erdahl. In Hawaii's fourrun second inning, Thad
Reece singled in a run and
Tanabe gave the Rainbows a
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Tennis Professionals, announced late Tuesday that the
association would ask the Professional Tennis Council to
fine the French tournament
"a substantial sum" for what
the association considers a
"serious violation" of Grand
Prix rules.
The council meets in London
June 17-19.
Philippe Chattier, president
of the International Tennis
Federation and chairman of

the tournament, disagreed
with the Al? interpretation of
the delay, claiming it was
"justified and that the rules
allowed the referee to give
Vilas the necessary delay "
The soft-spoken Orantes
claimed the delay represented
preferential treatment for
Vitas, who was champion here
in 1977 and runner-up in 1978,
Connors agreed.
Connors was seeded No. 2
here last year but lost in a

horses never even touched.
ABC tapes have been a key
segment of the case prepared
by Henry Lord, the attorney
for the Firestones.
The still pictures were taken
some 109 feet beyond the
quarter pole,from a much different angle than the television or stewards' tapes, and
give a head-on view of the
dispute.
Even though the evidence
had not yet been accepted,
Weiner tried to elicit comment
from Vasquez, asking if they
would change his mind about
what had occurred on the turn.
"I just know what! claimed
!oul for," Vasquez said,
somewhat testily. "I don't
give a damn about that
photographer."
In response to repeated

CM

.5-0 lead with a drseem
_—
homer.
Duquette was touched for
three runs in the second on
Paul Hundhammer two-run
double and an RBI single.
"We thought we had him
iDuquette) early but we
couldn't put him away," said
Miami shortstop Ross Jones.
The Rainbows added single
runs in the fifth and seventh,
both coming on Miami errors,
and Tanabe hit a two-run double through the gap in
rightcenter field to complete
Hawaii's scoring in the eighth.
Hawaii battered three
Miami pitchers for 13 hits and
Hurricane starter Jeff Morrison,9-3, took the loss.
Miami Coach Ron Fraser,
who has brought his club to the
College World Series for three
straight years, said the Hurricanes have "had our bad
ball game. Now it's history."
If Hawaii loses Wednesday
night, it would get a bye to the
finals while the two winners
would meet Thursday for the
right to face the Rainbows A
Rainbow victory would force
Wednesday's other winner to
beat Hawaii twice to win the
title.
A sellout crowd of 12,909
watched Hawaii's victory.
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EASILY BEATING THE THROW — The Yanks' Kim Wilson slides into third base with a
triple as the Cards takes the throw from left field.
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Kentucky Derby, a race in
which Codex did not compete,
and both are expected to run
in the Belmont, the last of the
Triple Crown series for 3-yearolds
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semifinal thriller to
Paraguay's Victor Pecci,
Borg had a quarterfinal
match against Italy's clay
court toughie Corrado Barazzutti. No 6 seed Harold
Solomon met Vitas today.
With Connors facing
Gerulaitis in a semifinal match, at least one American will
definitely be in the finals.
Tony Trabert was the last
American to win the men's title, in 1955.

questions from Weiner, Vasquez said: "I stand on what!
say. I don't change my statement."
Testimony was speeded up a
bit during the second day of
the hearing, and the case was
expected to be completed today in keeping with the
board's desire to reach a decision before Saturday's running of the Belmont Stakes.
Genuine Risk became the
first filly in 65 years to win the

Hawaii Pitcher Uses 'Slurve'
To Upset Top-Ranked Miami

Cubs, Cards Improve To 2-1
The Cubs and Cards improved their records to 2-1 in Kentucky League baseball last
night, defeating the Astros
and A's by scores of 13-12 and
10-9, respectively.
Charles Hampton came in

wasn't informed of the delay
and said Vitas should have
defaulted.
Instead, the tournament
organizers rescheduled the
match for Tuesday and
Orantes, claiming a point of
honor and a breach of Grand
Prix rules, did not show up,
giving Vilas a walk-over victory. But the affair hardly
ended there.
Butch Buchholz, executive
director of the Association of

Attorney For Codex To Present'No Bump'Photos

Darren Hooper Tosses No-Hitter
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

SAVE $1.00 ON TWO LOAVES
WONDER COUNTRY STYLE

BREAD

FAMII

LIMIT TWO
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

$109 I

KRAFT

-.MIRACLE WHIP

.

•

. 32 OZ.

11F

PEANUT BUTTER
SHORTENING

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

CREAM CHEESE

IS
ELAS
UNU
DRY
E
TIDE

oi $1 29
99
3 La.$1

CRISCO

Compare Our Every Day Low Shelf Prices
CNARMIN BATHROOM
1 09

4 ROLL

.DOuENTT,ERGENT
PAPER TOWELS

4901

$
1 59

85'

8 OZ

77

KRAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN

SINGLES

1202.

STAR KIST CHUNK

TUNA

6%0195

BETTY CROCKER

BUSH
'
S

LAYER

JENO
'
S

CANNED GOODS

GREAT NORTHERN'S,
PINTO BEANS,
BLACKEYE PEAS

FROZEN

PIZZA'S
120Z.
1801.
(WITH COUPON BELOW)

GROUND
CHIP
COUNTRY

PORI

99 319'

WILLIAMS'

SAUS
HYDE PARI

BACI

300 SIZE

1

PAPER TOWELS

0 i 4304
All
,i

BUIfialLK

//

704

2

GAL

/ 4/

Limit 1 Per Family
imperial

tumlow

Limit 1 Per Family
asiffee

tWRIW0,5664

tritirRIIT095.6,4

Margarine

MOrgarkto

Limit 1 per Family
Sissy Crocker
Ready To Spread

Limit 1 Per Family
Betty Crockirr
Layer

Frosti4

Cake Mixes

"COUPON—

2/$129

69'

hod Oily At Sisrey'l
Exp 6-10-80

16.1.

Good NT At %weft
Exp. 6-10-80
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.1
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-----COOPOW---4
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3 et
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N. Calque Required

Lipton

Me Coupon Required

Instant
Tea

Dishwashing
Liquid
37., $1 29

Reg. $1.53

=NW
Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Reg. $2.74

Soled
Crispin:
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Me Ceopsa Required

Fabric Softener
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Coffee-Mate

$1 69
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Pickles

64 ei

600d OM At
s
Exp..6-10-80

16 ei $ 1 49
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L
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Pegs

Heat's

Scot Led

Catsup
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Bathroom
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imr....••••=••••iMroMmr4=0111sm.11.111•011

2/9914

hod Oily At Stertv's
Exp. 610-80

HOMINY

CHEESE

3/89'1 4/994

2/99'

9

WHITE OR GOLDEN
BUSH'S

MACARONI &

12 et

Beans

89"

Itii. $111
.

103 Six•

3/89"
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Rog. 33'
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6
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We Ackept
U.S. GOv't
Food StAmps

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit Quantities

LOIN
PORK CHOPS

GROUND BEEF

BOSTON BUTT

FAMILY PACK

PORK
ROAST

89!

CH
• BONELESS HAM
NUGGETS,

BOX

17

LIMIT 3

SLICED

SLAB BACON

1 47
WHOLE
BUTTS
SLICED
INTO

15'

PORK I)
STEAK V

9!

FIELD

GROUND

CHUCK

BOLOGNA

LB $11 69

PO

JUMBORAIII

FIELD

COUNTRY STELE

PORK RIBS

..89"

PORK LOIN

PRO-LEAGUERS

LO $1 19

STEAK

4
1201. 119

RIB HALF

0994

MAW PACK SPUT

WILLIAMS PORK

SAUSAGE

LB $1

29

HYDE PARK

BACON

(GIN PRODUCE SAMS

"
LB.$1

BROILERS
JUMBO PACK LEG OR

BREAST QRTS.

..49"
.59'

CELERY

39,1
CARROTS

5

For $ 11

1 Li

BROCCOLI

79(....
YELLOW ONIONS

29!
CHERRIES,
VALENCIA

ORANGES
NOM DEW

MELONS
PEACHES

9/994
u.99(
L.. 39C

CASH POT East Wee.

elred

THIS WEEK
WIN

Nome
Kevin McCsuely
Card Not Punched

4

EinnT BAKERY mint(sing DELI
GLAZED

ClIKKEN

BALL

3/89'

DATE CAKE

$1°9

BANANA NUT
LOAF

PICKLE LOAF
STORE RAM

$1 69

•••••••maimowairatarrorprooNt•••..

-r

•f

SNACK BOX

APPIZAUcI

- Am •- v. 46 I•

AVikl L ABLE

mums)

MACARONI SALAD

.$159
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Get To Know Us
And Save

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,

9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Central Shopping Center

JUNE 5, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be^ To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES •
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4Y1
Private talks with family
members accented. Watch
mounting tension with a coworker. Let reason rather
than temperament dictate
actions.
TAURUS
lApr. 20 to May 201
Others are changeable and
may renege on agreements.
Both money and sex loom as
troublesome issues with
friends. Avoid conflict.
GEMINI
t May 21 to June 201 n
An employer may grant you
a favor then regret it later.
Stay out of the way of those
who are moody and potential
troublemakers.
CANCER
;June 21 to July 22)
If you change your mind
about a trip, expect negative
feedback from others who are
involved. Watch conflicting
points of view.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221Ite'RSik
Do the necessary research
about a loan or investment,
but forestall acting on it till
another time. Others may
raise objections.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You'll need tact in your
dealings with close allies now.
Career pressures may be on—
your mind. Don't make waves
in doing your own thing.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You'll get the go-ahead
about a work project, but thr
going may get tough. Delay:
and interruptions makt
progress minimal.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Communications with those
at a distance favored. You
may meet with rivalry in love.
Watch arguments with friends
at a party.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Investigate loans re home
improvements. The p.m.
warns of domestic tension. At
work a pushy type may cause
resentment.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 .101W'
A loved one understands,
but
the
potential
for
arguments with others is high
Someone at a distance gets
your goat. Watch nerves.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
A new career project
promises financial returr
Meanwhile, fights about
money could erupt. Watct
costly entertainments.
PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Talks with children and
young people favored. A close
ally is feeling independent
Give others the liberty to do
their own thing
YOU BORN TODAY would
be bored with a routine job
You
need
action
and
excitement, but you must not
fritter away your talents in
. search of same. You have a
knack for dealing with people
but shouldn't use them for
your own ends. Let your
imagination manifest itself,
and you'll be a success in
writing, reporting, acting,
music and art. Often you are
found in businesses allied to
the arts. Law, brokerage.
politics, science, advertising
and travel may also appeal to
you. Birihdate of: Bill
Moyers, news analyst;
Federico Garcia Lorca,
writer; and Tony Richardson,
director.

Sale Starts Wed. June 4 Ends Sun. June 8

rustwoof

Lawn Chair
Reg $16.97

MURRAY
2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATO/a • GII•VY

COVER 0000 ,atoTFC)'IMF

no..•

Go

anywhere anyton• relln In
THERMOS
Brand 2.*dt Cooer
SOW umthane olsulatIOn
I pods Iresn and oe•e,ages cola •ii
04y Enameled steel body tett., n•yr
plast,C longed id fusion., molded
base rugged end hand.es

keeps

Salo Priced

Rustproof plastic 53 qt Cooler Urethane
insulated to keep roods fresh and beverages cold all day Ffinged lid Rugged
molded construcDon

$18
88

S.,. 12

88
Reg. $23.97

He

Reg. 24.97

Limit 2

While
ing with
Tigers ir
was sitt

Me

keg. $2.17

21$3"

8 Lb. Potting Soil
Reg. $1.27

7c
9

Potting Soil
Limit 2

Get the big
8-lb bag and
save(

FOLDING FENCE

PICKET FENCE

Plastic
coated steel
long
1041
aden•

Wooden
Cod
Cape
design 36
long

HOMELITE
STRING
TRIMMER

NYLON LINE
\VVEEDGRASS TRIMMER

9688

Keep lawns and gardens well-manicured
with this exclusive model' Automatic selffeeding 80 11 nylon line 10" cutting sway
Weighs only 4 pounds,

$94.95 Value

Reg $119.99
$9600

MURRAY'
20—INCH CUT MOWER$6988
Easy-to-operate mower with 20- cutting edge, hoczontal pull starter and
manual height adtuster Chute de-

Limit 1

BY
A

Trims closer in than a lawn
mower goes, farther out than an
electric trimmer Adjustable
handle with 2-cycle fuel tank engine. Full 20" cutting path And. it
heighs only 7', lbs Job-proven,

Reg. $21.88
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"
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flector, rear safety features

Mons, Boys, Youths

Canvas Sport
• .
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•
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Pop a Balloon to determine
The Price you Pay for a
Delicious Banana Boat
dessert. Pay anywhere from

Shoes

.t

N))/
N't,

Reg. 10.97

1/4 pound all Beef Hamburger
and a bottomless glass
of freshly brewed Ice Tea

10 to 99'
Regular Retail St 29

$788
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If we fail to suggest our desserts
Have one on us...FREE!!!
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Save On These lipins
±
And More Everyday At Roses
Crest
Toothpaste

83c
4 oz. Secret,
4 oz. Sure
5 oz. Right
Guard
Deodorants
Reg
$1.47

White Rain
Pump and
Aerosol
Hair Spray

1 17

7 oz. Keg. 1.25

• ...ILL

kntucky
Pried Chicken.

COOLER

Your Choice

COOL4R

All Motel

X ----

t

IN.Rain Checksi
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STP Oil
Treatment

Kordite Trash,
Leaf, Lawn, And
Kitchen Bags

99

Reg. 1.37

$

Reg. $1.97

'Met,

117

Kotex Reg.
& Super
Tampons

Disposable
Butane

Pampers
Daytime Disposable
Diapers

Lighters
Reg. 201°°

BUTANE
LIGHTER

30 Ct.
Reg. $1.87

89

Reg. $2.96

3P1°°

2PS"
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Braves, McWilliams Come Within One Out, But Cannot Deliver
By LEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sparta Wetter

.M.
Iter

For eight glittering innings
Larry McWilliams had the
San Francisco Giants on thi
ropes.
But he couldn't deliver the
knockout punch in the ninth.
McWilliams and his Atlanta
Braves were one out away
from a 2-0 victory over the
Giants, but never were able to
get that elusive third out. Mike
Sadek singled home one run
and pinch-hitter Milt May
doubled home two more off
reliever Larry Bradford as the
Giants pulled out a dramatic
3-2 victory.
"We've got to believe we
can do this," said May.
McWilliams was sailing
along with a crisp four-hitter
before the ninth, when he gave
up a leadoff double to Willie

McCovey. Mcafilllama retired
the next two batters, but walked Johnnie LeMaater and
Atlanta Manager Bobby Cox
brought in Bradford at this
point.
Then Sadek singled home
pinch-runner Roger Metzger
and May pumped one into the
left-center field alley for the
winning runs.

NI Roundup
In other National League
games, the Los Angeles
Dodgers beat the Cincinnati
Reds 5-1; the St. Louis Cardinals routed the New York
Mets 8-1; the Chicago Cuba
stopped the Montreal Expos 52; the Pittsburgh Pirates edged the Philadelphia Ptullies 4-

3 and the Houston Astra tripped the San Mega Padres 3-2.
The Giants beat the Braves
for the first time in five tries
this season, and kept intact a
six-game winning streak by
Vida Blue, the Giants'starting
pitcher.
Dodgers 5, Reds I
Ron C,ey slugged a two-run
homer to back the seven-bit
pitching of Bob Welch and
Steve Howe as Los Angeles
beat Cincinnati and extended
its lead over the Reds in the
NL West to three games.
Tom Seaver, the Cincinnati
starter, left in the sixth
because of a strained left leg
muscle suffered while striking
out Dave Lopes.
Cey followed a walk to Dusty Baker with his sixth homer,
a towering fly to left that
struck the foul pole at Dodger

Stadium. The Dodgers added
three runs in the eighth, two
on a single by Steve Garvey
Welch earned his sixth
straight victory but needed
relief help from Howe, who
recorded his sixth save.
Cardinals I, Nab 1
Keith Herrumriez hit two
homer, driving in five runs,
and Ted Simmons added a
three-run shot to back the fivehit pitching of John Fulgharn
as St. Louis defeated New
York.
Simmons' homer, his
seventh of the season, came in
the first inning after a single
by Mike Ramsey and a walk to
Hernandez
Hernandez.
homered in the second and
fifth innings, his fourth and
fifth of the year.
Fulgham struck out seven
and walked three,allowing the

Meta' only run on Elliott Maddox's first homer,in the fifth.
Cabal, Expo,2
Jerry Martin belted a threerun homer in the second inning and Rick Reuachel scattered six hits to pace Chicago
over Montreal.
Martin unloaded his eighth
homer of the season on the
first pitch to him from Ross
Grimaley after Dave Kingman
had led off with a single and
Mike Vail had walked.
Reuschel struck out rune
and walked one in pitching his
second complete game of the
year
Ptrates 4, Phillles 3
Ed Ott singled home the
winning run in the ninth inning
to lead Pittsburgh over
Philadelphia. Ott delivered his
hit with the bases loaded off
reliever Tug McGraw after

Vance Law singled and Willie
Stargell and Bill Madlock
were walked
Grant Jackson, the fourth
Pirate pitcher, picked up the
victory.
Mike Schmidt, the NL
leader in homers, hit his lath
for the Phillies, a two-run shot
in the first inning.
Astros 3, Padres 2
Rafael Landestuy's two-run
triple in the eighth uuung
broke up Randy Jones'
shutout bid as Houston beat
San Diego.
Jones held a 1-0 lead going
into the eighth before the
Astros rallied for three runs,
two of them on Landestuy's
triple to the center field wall
Craig Reynolds brought in the
final - and eventual winning
- run with a single off
reliever Bob Shirley.

Beth Daniel, a 23-year-old native of Charleston. S. C.,
swings on to victory at the Ladies Professional Golf
Association tournament at Wykagyl Country Club in New
Rochelle, N. Y The $1 25,000 win marked her second
tour vicf0n,

Hebner Appears Just In Time To Deliver Game-Winning Homer
And like the hero in an old
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer cowboy movie, he made his
While Detroit was struggl- appearance at the right time.
"I was back in the trainer's
ing with the Seattle Mariners,
Tigers infielder Richie Hebner room with a heating pad and
was sitting in the clubhouse. didn't go up to the dugout until

the seventh inning," said
Hebner, who suffers from
lower back pain. "When I got
up there (Manager) Sparky
Anderson) salted me if I
could play and I told him I

could."
With two out in the ninth inning and the score tied, Hebner
batted for John Wockenfuas.
He picked on Byron
McLaughlln's first pitch, driv-

mg it into the lower right field
seats for a two-run homer and
giving Detroit a 4-2 victory
Tuesday night.
"I'm really not a guesshitter," said Hebner. "But I

said if I've got to guess
guess fastballs and that's
what he gave me."
"I got good wood on it but
the way Tom Pactorek was going back I thought he had a
chance to catch it."
It was Hebner's fifth homer
of the season and his 34th and
35th runs batted in. tops for
the National Football League,
the Tigers.
who picked him in the fifth
round of the NFL draft. He
batted .400 for the Bulldogs'
baseball team with 15 home
runs and 66 rwisbatted-in. In
1978, he led Georgia to the
In other American League
Bluebonnet Bowl, passing for games Tuesday, Milwaukee
873 yards and six touchdowns. blanked Baltimore 3-0, ToronFifty-two players were -Go edged California 7-6 in 11 inchosen in the two regular nu
Cleveland
nts
ins,todown
oama
neended
d46 1,0the
rounds of the draft and 84 were
picked in 10 rounds of the chicago White Sox nipped
secondary draft. The regular Texas 5-4, Kansas City edged
draft resumes today.
the New York Yankees 6-5 in

Mets Choose Darryl StrawberryAs First Draft Pick
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - The
New York Meta have picked a
Strawberry for the No.1 choice
in baseball's amateur free
agent draft.
He's Darryl Strawberry, an
outfielder from Los Angeles,
and widely-touted by scouts as
the best high school baseball
pi .pett in America.
Strawberry batted .400 with
five home runs and 21 runs
batted in for his senior season
at Crenshaw High School and
the niimbers might have been
better except for a late start,
"I had only one clay of practice
before the league season
began," he said. "We had a
long basketball season, won
the city championship and I

had a tough time switching
from the big ball to the small
His high school coach,
Brooks Hurst, feels
Strawberry has big league
credentials.
"He's eager for the
challenge," be said. "He has
tremendous confidence in his
hitting and he could be ready
in a year orso."
Strawberry hasn't decided
whether he'll sign yet. He has
a scholarship offer from
Oklahoma State and said the
final decision would be made
by his mother. "It's a big
question, a lot to think about,"
he said. "It'll take awhile
before we decide,"
In the secondary phase of
the draft, reserved for players

previously selected but not
signed, Houston made righthanded
pitcher Jeff
Heathcodt of Oral Roberts
University the top pick.
Heathcock was 10-4 with a 2.43
earned run average this
season. He struck out 82 and
walked 27 in 111 innings pitched.
After the Meta picked
Strawberry No.1, Toronto
selected shortstop Garry Harris from San Diego and announced his signing just
before the start of the wood
round':
Atlanta, choosing, third,
selected pitcher Ken Dayley
from the University of
Portland, Dayley was 8-2 and
led the NCAA in strikeouts this
season with 138, averaging

14.6 per nine innings.
The sons of two former mafor league players were
selected in the first round. San
Diego chose outfielder Jeff
Pyburn of the University of
Georgia, whose father, Jim,
played for Baltimore. Montreal picked outfielder Terry
Francon& of the University of
Arizona. His father, Tito,
played for a number of major
league teams.
"I'm excited," said Francons,in Omaha for the College
World Series. "Boy, what a
relief it was. I'd love to go to
Montreal. I'm sure it will work
out fine. This is what I've been
waiting for."
Pyburn, also a quarterback,
must choose between the
Padres and the Buffalo Bills of

Nicklaus Surprises As Late Entry
By BOB GREEN

AP GoU Writer

ne
rn

s

ATIANTA (AP) - A late
entry by Jack Nicklaus - a
mild surprise this week before
the U.S. Open - strengthened
the field for the $300,000 Atlanta Golf Classic.
Nicklaus usually takes the
week off immediately before
any of the major championships. Two weeks ago, at his
own tournament in Dublin,
Ohio, he said he may play
here, however, and last week
officially entered.
"I couldn't play last week
because I'd promised my son
Jackie I'd attend his high
school graduation," Nicklaus
said. "I did want to get in
some more competition before
the Open,so I decided to come
here."
Nicklaus, now 40, regarded
by many as the greatest
player the game has known,
hasn't won in almost two full
years. He has worked very
hard - perhaps harder than

MISS
YOUR PAPfR?
Subscribers who hove not
received then. home-delivered
copy of The Nunn isfew Ties by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday Of by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1919 between 5.3I
pa.. Nosily be* Hey a
NS
330 pis ad 4p... Sartori
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of. your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Ds NAM lease & Tiersas. Is 5 pit. Monday
ore
through Friday and I La. Is 11111M.
5Sturdays

ITORF
1141411

ever - on his game in a comeback attempt that, thus far,
has produced little but frustration.
"Actually, I'm not at all
unhappy with the way I'm hitting the ball. I'm playing, tee
to green, pretty darn well. But
my putting has been very
poor, and you can't put a decent score on the board if you
can't get the ball in the hole.
"I'm not discouraged. It
gives me something to work
on. Putting is just a matter of
confidence. It's a very precise
thing and it requires confidence. It'll come around."

Although his record Ls poor
- at least by his standards over the past two seasons,
Nicklaus will rank among the
leading contenders for the
$54,000 first prize in the 72-hole
chase that begins Thursday
over the leg-straining hills of
the Atlanta Country Club
course.
The absence of many of the
game's leading lights, who are
taking the week off to prepare
for the American national
championship next week,
enhances his position.
Among the absentees are
Tom Watson, Lee Trevino,

John Mahaffey, a winner last
week, and Hale Irwin, a twotime Atlanta winner who will
defend his US. Open title at
Baltusrol in New Jersey.
The top contenders in the
158-man field here include
defending champion Andy
Bean, Ben Crenshaw, Ray
Floyd, PGA champion David
Graham, Johnny Miller, Lanny Wadkins, Fuzzy Zoeller
and Dave Stockton, who is
playing some of his best golf in
years.
Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be televised nationally by
CBS.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Transactions
By The Aaseelsinill Prase
BASEBALL
American Latvia
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-POced
Larry Flak,cleignated Wier,aa the IA
day disabled list. Readied Ed Romero,
infielder, from Varroaver al the Pacific
Caul Leave
BASKETBALL
Moira Baskettall Ameeiedisa
HOUSTON ROCKETS-Hived Arm
Hayes, center
SEATTLE
SUPERSONICS-Announced ,,, that Salle
Volr_hot, general mirigerAllad been
named president cd FNI
tasm
parent company
FOOTBALL
Netival Foes'Leave
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Maned
Freddie Num, wide receiver. Buddy
ApielsOs, offensive tectle, James
Stoma and Was White, defensive
becks; Ricky Atlas, linebacker, Pat
BONO, tight end; Don Rots and Ran
Byrd, receivers; Tom Bell, guard and
James Schialaer,ranter
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Signed
Don McDonald, dedowive end. and
Mika Doarnano, wide receiver
Cream lreetheil League
ROUGH
OTTAWA
RIDERS-Released Craig Pride and
Vern Adams, raining backs, and Kea
MacRae,Snemasn.
COLLEGE
SEATTLE PACIFIC-Named Keith
Phillips ettartic director sdective
Sept 1
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In the Park League last
night, the Astros defeated the
Pirates, 20-10, and the Yanks
beat the Twins, 18-5.
The Astros, now 2-0, had five
players with two hits apiece,
including Diana Sykes, one
double; Charlie Marello, two
doubles; Andy Marello, Ronnie Hager, and Allen Miller,
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Indians 6, A's 4
A two-run, two-out homer in
the bottom of the Ilth inning
by Cliff Johnson gave
Cleveland its victory.

Brewers 3, Orioles 0
Moose Haas's five-hitter
was backed by Cecil Cooper's

one triple.
Greg Gilbert had two
doubles for the Pirates, now 12.
For the winning Yanks, now
1-0, six players had two hits or
more with Jeff English
leading the way with three, including a double.
Those with two hits were

Ryan Malone, who had a triple ; Craig Schwettmen, with a
double; David Potts, who
tripled; Andy Rickman, one
double; Gene Cook and Josh
Johnson.
The Twins, who lost their
first game of the year, were
led by Cynthia Garland, who
had two hits, including a triple.

SAFEGUARD
D SAVE200.

FOR A CHANGE YOUR FAMILY WILL LOVE AND SOME CHANGE FOR YOU.
Now you can have Safeguard and savings,
too! Here's 20t towards your next purchase of
Safeguard
Take advantage of this money saving offer
and discover all Safeguard has to offer.
•Unbeatable deodorant soap protection
•Rich, silky lather •A great, fresh scent
So change your family's soap to Safeguard
Its a change you'll
1
001
all love

SUPER SIZE
IN BEIOE.

00
36"
vi

Sports In Brief
By The Asseds/ed Press
TENNI.

seventh home run of the
season as Milwaukee blanked
Baltimore Haas, 6-4, struck
out six and walked two.
Sammy Stewart, 1-5, also
allowed only five hits, but
three of those were bunched in
the second inning when
Milwaukee scored twice.
Cooper's homer led off the runth

Astros, Yanks Stay Unbeaten'

Malor leagues At A Glance
AMERICAN LLAMA

10 inrungs and Minnesota toppled Boston 9-4,
Blue Jays 7, Angels
John Mayberry's long single
off the right field wall in the
Ilth inning scored Alfredo
Griffin with the winning run as
Toronto nipped California.
The Blue Jays, who broke a
four-game losing streak, had
trailed 6-0.
Reliever Joey McLaughlin,
2-3, got the victory while Dave
LaRoche, 1-2, took the loss.
Griffin beat out an infield hit
to open the Toronto Ilth and
moved to third on a sacrifice
by Al Woods and a long fly by
Roy Howell. LaRoche then intentionally walked Otto Velez
to pitch to Mayberry.

PLEXION SIZE
BEIGE, WHITE
OR GOLD

SIZE IN BEI
WHITE OR GO
miNi• Mme*

9679S5

Memo

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORF

_go.- SAVE 204 when you buy
TWO bath size bars, or
TWO super size bars, or
SIX complexion size bars

204 I
OFT it I

Safeguard

LOW ONE COUPON PER PUNCI4ASE
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NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunda

We Resins The Right To Limit Quantities

CRISCO •

IGA GRANULATED

COFFEE
r841142P

IGA

.5

DRIVE
OF ILLINOIS

59

titA,77gar`coe

LB.
160Z.
KRAFT
FRENCH, ITALIAN,
CATALINA OR 1000 ISLE

PEAS

DRESSING

69c 31$
160Z.

32 ex

ORN

1 LB.
ALL GRINDS

49

MA
EARLY JUNE

SALAD
DRESSING

PRIDE OF ILL. YELLOW
CREAM STYLE

FOLGERS

UGAR SHORTENING
LIMIT 1
WITH $10 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

We Resin.The Right To Limit Quantities

1601.

2901.

99c

BIG
PEANUT
BUTTER

4001.
13 02.

IGA
SANDWICH

BUTTERMILK
41111111111\

DESSERT
CUPS

BUNS
12 PR.

DINNERS

59c

REG.
9 INCH
2 Pk.

GLAZED Ficotarrs

219 49c
69c
69c
MILK BISCUITS MARGARINE

CHEESE DINNER

OZ

CHICKEN, TURKEY & SALISBURY

IGA
BUTTERMILK

FLAVORICH 100

31900

BLUE BONNET

59'

GALLON'

ROMAN MEAL

IGA

' GAL.

71/4•5

QUARTERS
1 LB.

t69
ICE

CINNAMON ROLLS

89c

89c

ti3!16

SANDWICH
BREAD

6

PKG.

PEPSI
COLA
OZ.

Gallon

matiliota

1101.

4 PK

1 2

79'
KRAFT

BANQUET

PIE SHELLS

41$

FLAVORICH

320Z.

BANQUET T.V.

CAT
FOOD

DILLS
$1 19

CATSUP

IGA HAMBURGER

COZY
KITTEN

1

3 LB.

15c OFF LABEL

IGA OR DEL MONTE

PARAMOUNT
POLSKI WYROB

GOLDEN FLAKE

POTATO CHIPS
512

OZ. PKG.

69c

MINUTE MAID

LAUNDRY LEMONADE
ETERGENT
3201.
1 2

GAL.

97'

ORANGE
JUICE

9'
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Allon.-Sa!
We Ressm The Right Ti Um.essetities

10-8 SUNDAY

U. S. CHOICE
BLADE CUT

Quantities

Closed Sunda

SLICED SLAB

,
BACON'

PORK
OAST

1" 89'
ARM CUT
SHOULDER

ROAST
$139
Ih.

U. S. CHOICE
BONELESS

FIELDS FRESH
PICNIC STYLE

FAMILY PACK

CHUCK
ROAST

Is Room The Meg Ti Link foontMos

CENTER CUT

CHUCK
ROAST
169

68
BONELESS LEAN

LB.

1

emm•

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS

FAMILY PAK

CHUCK ROAST STEW BEEF CHUCK STEAK
989
$13
!

RIBEYE
STEAK
$279
w

LB.

LI

FIELD'S SLICED

BOLOGNA
ceti,
LB.
AMERICAN
CHEESE
SLICED BULK STYLE

$189

I

BUY FOUR
• GET ONE
WIENER) FREE
FIELD'S 1202.
PRO-LEAGUER

OSiERAM

ST A S

CANTALOUPES

'PS
Pc

NECTARINES,PLUMS,
PEACHES

PEARS
LEMONS
BROCCOLI
GREEN ONIONS

•'t '

Y AVAILABLE

-----20c

I

LUNCH MEATS
Geed Only At

49
6.$2"

69c
89c
69c
6149c
79c
21e. 59c
LB.

Off

Purchase Of Any
KA 1 Lb.

Savo $1.09

Pkgs. e436
Cost You IF

/ARES&VEGETABLES
TEXAS SWEET

Hitt

YER
MA
K

$499
3
"

14

11.8 Adonis IAA
Expires 4-1040

20

c Off

FIELD'S

BACON
Good Only Al
it. Amiens' KA
Expires lo-10-1980

I

Jim Adams
RECIPE—FOR BACKYARD COOKOUTS
CHUCK WAGON — CHUCK STEAKS

2 Beef Blade Steaks Cut ' 2 to )4 inch Thick
1 Medium Sized Onion, Choppod
1 Cup Tomato Catsup
3 Cup Vinegar
2 Tablespoons Brown Sugar
2 Teaspoons Salt
1 Clore Garlic, Crushed
1 Bay Leaf
1/8 Teaspoon Not Pepper Sauce
Combine onion, catsup, vinegar, brown sugar, salt, garlic bay loaf and hot sauce In
saucepan and cook slowly 10 minutes stirring occasionally. Cool. Pour sauce over
stooks In utility dish or plastic bog, turning to coat all %Id's. Marinate in
refrigorator 4 hrs. or overnight. Pour off and reserve marinado. Place steaks on grill
and broil at moderate temporature for 15 to 25 minutes, depending upon thicknoss of
steaks and dogrei of doneness desired. Turn and brush stooks with barbecue sauce
occasionally. Net*: For 3 to 4 steaks, double sauce Ingredients.

Introductory Offer
Ryan's Coffee Lite
Non Frozen Ready
To Use
Cholesterol Free

4.29c co
Pint

Introductory Offer
Dress Up Strawberries With
Ryan's New Dairy
Cream
Sweeteneriltpping
Flavoring Added
420
Ready To Whip .
4
if oh

C 4.°

Court Says State Can Not
Pay Suits Against Workers

r.

WSW HONORED — James McMillen. past president of the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees, presented a Presidential Award of Honor to Sammy Parker, general manager
of WSW Radio, and a radio award to the station. McMillen, chairman of the Jaycee
board and district director, said the awards recognized the station's service to the
organization.

THE NEWS IN BRIEF
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
all but official now: The U.S.
economy is in a recession. All
that remains to be determined
is how severe it will be and
how long it will last.
The authoritative word rests
with a group of academic
economists at the National
Bureau of Economic Research
in Cambridge, Mass., and they
rendered their decision Tuesday.

1978, residents of San Jose and
surrounding Santa Clara
County turned back by better
than 2-1 margins measures
aimed at prohibiting
discrimination
against
homosexuals.
TOWSON, Md. (AP) —
Roman Welzant, a 68-year-old
retired shoe salesman who
said he lived in constant fear
of neighborhood youths, has
been acquitted of murder in
the killing of a teen-ager who
allegedly bombarded his
house with snowballs.
Welzant choked back tears
of relief when the verdict was
announced. The victim's
mother screamed in anguish.

answer the call. He also
denied stealing, torturing,
murdering or fleeing in battle.
"I have all Ugandans at
heart. They keep me informed. Most of them love me,pass
information to me and want
me to save them from the
chaos situation now happening
in Uganda," he said in an
BBC-TV interview shown
Tuesday.

Townsend To Discuss
Europe Mission In
Thursday Meeting

WASHINGTON
API —
Inflation-catching wage gains,
improved
pensions and
greater job protection from
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
automation top the list of
Development Secretary Larry
union demands at the Bell
Townsend will hold a news
System as the year's biggest
conference at 10 a.m.
round of contract talks gets INTERNATIONAL
Thursday to discuss a trade
under way.
(UNDATED) — Theta U.S.
mission's trip to Europe
The American Telephone & hostages began their eighth
recently.
Telegraph Co. and three month in captivity today with
The tour has come under
unions representing 700,000 no indication from the Iranian
criticism in part because it
workers were officially open- , regime that it will take up
was learned that Trans World
ing negotiations today on Ramsey Clark's offer to
Airlines had given free tickets
three-year contracts to become a captive to speed the
to four women accompanying
replace agreements expiring Americans'release.
state officials.
Aug. 9. No one anticipates a
Although Iranian, Foreign
Townsend declined comstrike.
-Minister Sadegn Ghotbzadeh
ment Tuesday on the matter
plans to meet with the former
until the conference.
NATIONAL
U.S. attorney general, he inLOS ANGEIFS (AP) — sists he will "not enter into
California voters, who made a negotiations with him" on
nationwide celebrity of release of the hostages, who
Howard Jarvis, have turned were seized Nov. 4.
their backs on the saltytongued tax crusader,
LONDON (AP) — Ousted
repudiating his plan to cut dictator Idi Amin says most
state income taxes in half.
Ugandans love him and want
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
And in the first homosexual him back in power, and that
of
rights votes in the nation since he's more than willing to (AP) — The manager
Firestone's textile plant here
said Tuesday that some 450
workers would be laid off immediately because of reduced
demand for the tire cord produced at the local facility.
Ralph King said the layoffs
primarily would affect hourly
workers, but also would include some salaried
employees.
Of those being laid off, about
400 of the workers belong to
United Auto Workers Local
1928, which ratified a contract
Located 94E
agreement with Firestone last
Hours: 7:00 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sunday.
The local had been on strike
Monday Thru Saturday
since March 16, and the
6 Days A Week
employees were to have
returned to work this week.
King blamed the current
depressed conditions of the
automobile and tire industries
for the layoffs. And he said he
did not know when normal
production would resume, due
to the uncertainty of the
economy.
Some 60 to 75 employees will
remain on the payroll, he said.
According to King, layoffs
also were to be announced at
Firestone textile plants in
Gastonia, N.C., and Bennettvile,S.C.

Bowling Green
Plant Laying
Off Some 450

OPENING

Harrell's

numstrative proceedings.
The ruling, which upheld
Franklin Circuit Court, stemmed from suits by three men
injured in accidents in which
state employees were named
as defendants.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
!be Kentucky Supreme Court
has in effect barred the state
from future payments for successful lawsuits against state
employees.
It ruled Tuesday that a
former statute which allowed
the
practice is
unconstitutional.
That statute, repealed in
1978, was called the Employee
Defense Act.
By declaring it void after
considering three cases filed
under it, the Supreme Court
thereby headed off other
potential suits.
The court based its decision
on two factors. It said:
"...The state, by paying the
judgments rendered against
state employees is, in effect,
retroactively granting to that
class of state employees who
have become losing defendants in civil suits an emolument for which they have not
rendered any public service."
said
justices
The
unanimously that Kentucky's
constitution forbids any "exclusive, separate public
emoluments or privileges" except for public service.
Furthermore, the Supreme
Court said, the state already
provides a means for compensating citizens who have suffered harm or injury as the
result of negligence by state
employees.
It cited the operation of the
state Board of Claims, which
can award damages up to
$50,000 after proper ad-

David Wayne Sheckles was
awarded $50,000 by a Jefferson circuit court, Gary George
Huffman received $150,000
from a Fayette circuit court
and Charles T. Delaney got
$30,000 from a Jefferson court.
The three had sued the state
Department of Finance to obtain enforcement of the act.
In another decision, the
Supreme Court set aside the
convictions of two brothers by
Fayette circuit court in the
$300,000 robbery of C&H
Rauch Co. at Gardenside
Plaza in Lexington on Dec. 6,
1977.
Richard Earl Compton and
Chester Eugene Compton
were convicted of robbery in
the first degree in a joint trial
and sentenced to 15 years each
in prison.
The intermediate Court of
Appeals affirmed the convictions, but the Supreme Court
said each defendant should
receive new separate trials.
The Supreme Court upheld
the rape conviction and 15year sentence imposed on Roy
Lee Williams by Harlan Orcult Court.
The 14-year-old daughter of
a woman with whom Williams
Lived accused' him of the
assault. The high court said
there were no reversible errors in Williams'trial.

Watch For Grand
Opening Ad In
Thursday Murray Ledger & Times.

RETIREMENTS — Mrs. Willina Hall and Mrs. Opal Howard were
presented gifts in
honor of their retirement from the Murray City Schools. Mrs.
Hall has served as
secretary for 16 years and Mrs. Howard taught in the city
schools for 18 years. In
photo, from left, Robert Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray
Schools; Mrs. Hall; Mrs.
Howard; and Don Henry, chairman of the Murray Board of Education.

Separate Trial For Auto Dealers
Approved By Franklin Circuit Judge
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A separate trial has been approved for one of two western
Kentucky automobile dealerships charged with theft in
connection with a state contract for buying vehicles.
Franklin Circuit Judge
Squire Williams set Sept. 23
for the trial of Lester Motors
of Central City on the charge
of theft by deception.
The firm was to have stood
trial beginning Wednesday
along with King Woodall
Motors Inc. of Paducah and
Howard Woodall, a principal
in both firms.
The Wood and King-Woodall

SAYtik
DISCOUNT ARC

18

CENTERS

th

trial was scheduled to begin alleged overpayments by the
Wednesday.
state for vehicles purchased
Woodall and the two firms from the dealerships and a
were indicted a year ago on 19 lease for real estate in
counts of theft stemming from Frankfort.

Monday Friday
MURRAY

Si

TWO PIECES CHICKEN
POTATOES & GRAVY
ROLL

entucky Pried
Chicken

IS BACK
OFFER GOOD LIMITED TIME ONL

nftivorsar
Roots

01 di%
SALE PR KES EFFECTIVE Till 6-140 QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED

Ket
32.z.

Trust your prescriptions
to the people you KNOW
you can depend on.

Quality and Low Price?
Yes, you can have both!
We've proved it!

CONTAC
.1 :41AqfirE
LANACANE

81

DECONGESTANT CAPSULES
10'S

MAWS ACTON 1•00•611141111, WYATT

ONLY

1

99c

Aquafresh

SOOTHES ITCHING
AND BURNING

TOOTHPASTE
6.4 OZ

FARM & HOME
speekos
hroughout
The oci,

Ham
alewmaw

28

ATIEVENT TRAVEL SCAMESS

HOME
PERMANENT
SPECIAL OR BODY WAVE

Studies Prove:
Short of a prescription ...

NOTHING is better than

Desenex
for the relief and prevention
of Athlete's foot

SE ARLE

Dramatnibir
TRAVEL
SKK MISS
PREVENTATIVE
1 2 TABLETS

SPRAY-ON POWDER

$128

2.7 OZ.

Coppertond
metiriu

$2,000
GC Ar.
z/k,

The first Imo of nongreasy suntan lotlons
. lust tor your 400
in four
formulas
..f.sseuties*
•

avaiiiaaN

COPPER TONE

SHADE PLUS
SUNSCREEN
LOTION
401.
$344

.,47
.55 POWDER
1.5 oz.

Metaiucil
LAXATIVE

qtEMPLAR — ORANGE

•SUNSCREEN OR SUNBLOCK
LOTION
201.

Is Sponsoring A

FISHING CONTEST EVERY MONTH
Contest thru August

Maakui
• NUINCME One
sellmg anteekt
• Not Chalky
• Pleasant Tasting

Largest Catfish - Largest Bass • Largest Crappie • largest Saug•r
I I

sNTEST RI

no. moo lw nyozhoo..1 no I no loo lyw .on -.now
.4 own to
IN. I nnorn
...11
,
1•111,
2
•rowo
want oenwo .ItorooN oloo no.nnh
/Iwo n loll
nannweroal ro—Iwynnon
I In Illy ....no
A in. In AM

TO ENTER:

I

•

GRIT& AINI
sir :111444444
rrgi.h-r and Imola.. picture ,r(

on,.. I,,

Canon

Canola

1813
CALCULATOR

14.1 or

,at, h

Innen v. oil I,. maifted

Monthly prizes for 1st and 2nd place in each category.
Grand prizes for 1st • 2nd - 3rd place in each
category will be awarded at end of contest.
Over $2,000 in Prizes and Tropics Will Be Given Away

9-9 Monday-Saturday

BEL AIR CENTER, MURRAY PHONE 753-8304

1 -6 Sunday

ow.

111—BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PARKER'S

We
Reserve
The
Right
To
Limit
Quantities

Lower Overhead Means Lower Prices

Downtown Shopping Center
We Accept U.S. Govn't. Food Stamps
Home Owned and Operated - Joe M. Parker

Prices Good
Thurs. June
S thru Wed.
June 11

& Sammy Joe Parker Owners

Sealtest

Cottage
Cheese

rf gifts in
erved as
years. In
lall; Mrs.

a

•
(411;11.P;

Philadelphia

znts by the
purchased
Ups and a
estate in

24 oz.
Save 34'

Cream
Cheese

Hormel
Chunk

79c

Ham

;"fr

8 oz. Save 12'

Merit
Animal

113/. oz.
Save 20'

),
•"".#

Crackers tier/
Save 8'

5

•ft:r./ ,e4k
gok.

re;„

.79C
_Cantaloupes
lb 69c
Okra
$119
Apples
Texas Sweet

c'4*443

Hunts Tema,*

Fresh

Ketchup
31 oz. Savo 34'

89.

Fancy Yellow Delicious

3 lb bag

New Fla. Red

•

Pet Ritz-2 in Pkg.

29
$159

Pie Shells
Garden Delight

French Fries

Sib bog

Frosty Seas

Fish Sticks

23c Corn On Cob

•o

lb.

U.S. No. 1

Kraft

1000 Island
Dressing
59c
11 oz. Savo 26'

pieces

Medicated Pads
75 Pods
Rog. $2.55

$1 19

51.34

I Strawberry
11.2 oz.
Rog. $2.42
Savo $1.03

Pie
Glaze Su"

Planter's

Corn Chips
Cheese Curls
Cheese Balls

69c
Alp.

Dog
Food
1,41s, So. Coo
"Roof C bomb s
•Norse Moot

3 $11"

Save 21'

Kraft
American Singles
ay

Cheese
139
12.i.Savo 30

AVAILABLE

98c

St14441X

Marzetti

Toothpaste

69C

Frosty Acres

Potatoes

NEW
Aqua Fresh

•

Try Our Store Baked

ilam lund Bar-13-Q Chickens
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Two Female Refugees Being Treated At Lexington

I _ Deaths & Funerals 1
Mrs. Billington Is
Dead At Age Of 80
Mrs. Calvin I Dessaree Billington of 503 South Ninth
Street, Murray, died today at
10.30 a.m at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 80
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. Born May 30,
1900, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Pierce Holland and Sally
Henry Holland.,
Mrs. Billington is survived
by her husband; two sons,
Vernon of Columbus, Ohio,
and Dan of Kansas City,
Kans.; four sisters - Mrs.
Marvin (Lillie) Houston, 404
South 16th Street, Murray,
-Mrs. DIvie t Beulah I Towery,
Dexter Route 1, Mrs. Lace
I Persie ) Towery, Hazel Route
1, and Mrs. Elvie (Ruby)
Jones, Hardin Route 1; one
brother, Paul Holland, 1302
Sycamore Street, Murray;
four grandchildren.
Blalock -Coleman
The
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements.

Orvely E. Housden
Dies At Hospital;
Rites On Thursday

Mrs. Arnold Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
Scheduled Thursday
Mrs. Mary Arnold of 218
South llth Street, Murray
died Tuesday at 7:25 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital, She was 73 years of
age.
Her husband, Herald Arnold, died in March of 1968.
HOLLLS ROBERTS retired
She was a member of the NorMay 31 as deputy sheriff for
thside Baptist Church. Born
Calloway County. lie was
Sept. 5, 1906, in Springville,
honored at a party at the office
Tenn.,she was the daughter of of
Sheriff Max Morris.
the late Elbert Jarrett Smith Roberts
was a security officer
and Mary Olive Griffin Smith.
at Murray State University
Mrs Arnold is survived by from
1966 until 1977 when he
three daughters - Mrs. joined
the force of the
Shirley Lamb, Puryear,
Calloway County Sheriffs OfTenn., Miss Carole Arnold, fice. He
and his wife, Helotse,
Lexington, and Mrs. Marilyn reside on
North Fourth Street
Sherriff, Nashville, Tenn.; one
Extended, Murray. They have
son, Richard Arnold, 218 South three sons-Hugh
of Marshall
llth Street, Murray; one County,
Don who is a major in
sister, Mrs. Stella Williams, the Army
stationed in GerParis, Tenn.; seven grandmany, and Carl of Edwardchildren; one great grand- sville, 111., - and
one
child.
daughter, Jo Anne of
Funeral services will be
Hamilton, Ohio.
held Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today Wednesday l,

Car Wash To Be
Sponsored By
Church Youth

Orvely E. Housden of Hazel
Route 2 died Tuesday after-loon at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 59
A car wash, sponsored by
years of age and his death
the Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Housden was a retired Church youth group, will be
employe , of the Murray held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wholesale Grocery Company, Saturday, June 7 at the Norand was a member of the First aside Shell Station, at 12th
Baptist Church, Born Aug. 28, and Chestn Streets.
Prices will be $2.75 for a
1920, in Calloway County, he
,was_the.son of the late Andrew wash and $3.25 for a wash and
Housden and Callie Lamb' inside cleaning.
.
• Housden.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Myrtie Thurman
Housden; two sons, John
Samuel Housden, Riverwood
Drive, Murray, and James
Harold Housden, Hazel Route
Two juveniles were arrested
2; one sister. Mrs. Neva Ray,
and one brother, Eunice Monday afternoon and chargHousden, Hazel Route 2; three ed with taking a small amount
grandchildren - Gaye and of money from two purses in
Jay Housden, Hazel Route 2, Carter Elementary School.
According to Murray Police,
and Hastings Housden, Murthe juveniles left on bicycles
ray.
The funeral will be held parked in the parking lot of the
Thursday at 11 a.m, at the school. Most of the money was
chapel of the J. H. Churchill recovered.
The pair was released to the
Funeral Home with the Rev,
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating. 'custody of their parents and
court,
Burial will follow in the Hicks will appear in juvenile
according to juvenile
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the authorities.
funeral home.

Juveniles Arrested
In Connection With
Thefts From Purses

Prices of stocks of local interest alt)
am CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp , of Murray,
+7.34

3779 +4.
Air Products
American Motors
,
37
.
6
Ashland ..
52'..
American Telephone
61's uric
Chrysler
2411
Ford Motor
121s -se
Ci.A.F
,uric
161
General Care
66
'leneral Dynamics
44'.
General Motors
General Tire ...........s +
iv's=
Goodrich
Goodyear
....... 421s +Ts
Gulf OR..
. 15 +se
Hardees
.
301s +1
Heublein.. .
. +Is
. 579
I BOO
17A.B ISI9A
Jerico...
211* K -Mart . .
.uric
,
28
Pennwalt
.
.. 131
Quaker Oat.s..
36% +s.
Texaco
309 +N.
Wal-Mart
1.5'sB 16laA
Wendy's

1

Hog Market
Federal-Slate Market News Service
June 1, 1902
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Martel
Report Induces 6 Buying Stations
Fteceipts, Act. 148 Est, 550 Barrows &
Gilts _5-.50 lugher Sows steady .50 lower
.53050-30.56
US 1-2360-236 lbo
829.7530.25
US 2 200.240 lbs
53875-29.75
US 2-3 240-25016e
US 2-1 360-2110 lbs.
Sows
*2380-2460
US 1-2 270350 Its
82150-23.00
US 1-3 3004501ba.
02380-24.00
US 1-3 15040016s. .....
la1.00-21 50
US 14 500-65010a.
S205421.50
US 2-3 300-50010s.
Boars over 300 18.00-20.00 under 300
16.00-17.50

LOUISVILLE, Ky AP IUSDA 1 —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
430. compared to Tuesday's close
represented cLssses steady; slaughter
cows commercial 12 79-13.75; utility
12.00-17.25, cutte040.00-45.50, canner and
cutter under 800 lb 39 5041.25; slaughter
bulls grade 2-3 1315.1400 lb 52.0043.75;
choice 165-285 lb coolers 79.0049.00;
slaughter calves untested, feeder steers
medium frame 1 525-535 lb 72.25-7670;
600-675 lb 61.75-71.75; medium frame 1-2
150-570 lb 67.00-77.50, large frame 2 including Holsteins 125435 lb 57 00-67 00;
heifers medium frame 1 354385 lb 64.5069.3(3- medtum frame 2 360440 lb 56.7563.50. stock cows medium frame 1-2 SCO.
920 lb 11 75-4950
Hogs 2.000 including 1.000 feeder pigs;
compered to Tuesday's cicee barrows
and gilts 1.00 higher; 1.2260.231) lb 31.74
31 95; 2 195-260 lb 31.50.31.75, 2-3250-270
lb 30.75-31.50, sows steady to 50 higher,
advance on weights over 500 lb, 1-2 300100 lb 2310-24.80, 100-450 lb 21.00-5.00;
150-1,00 lb 23 00-25 50; 500.725 lb 25 5026.84 3 and utility 300500 15 19 5423.50.
boars over 300 lb 23.50-24 00
Sheep 25, untested

The name of Lee Ann Babb, eighth grade student, was
not included in the list released for the honor roll at the
Murray Middle School.
The Murray Ledger & Times Ines to correct promptly any errors in
fact or Hants any misleading information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column To report an error on need for
ciarik ation please call 753-1918.

Fel-Lexington for treatment,
there will be no housing problem -as long as It's a limited

The number of Cuban
refugees reaching the United
States in the last 819 weeks
surpassed 100,000 with the arrival Tuesday of another 847 in

Pontesso said the names of
the two women at the prison
were being kept secret
because they are not
prisoners. Immigration officials hi Louisville declined
comment.
One of the women arrived
about two weeks ago and the
other arrived Saturday, he
said. Both came from an
unspecified location in New
York.
"On both of these cases we
The Division of Reading of
Murray State University an- got a phone call a day or two
nounces a limited number of ahead of time saying they
openings in the Summer would be arriving and what
Reading Program to open their schedule was," he said.
"We had some empty beds (in
Thursday,June 5.
This is for all school age the 100-bed hospital)."
The length of their stay will
children for remedial reading
through enrichment. Sessions depend on their medical condiwill be held from 7:30 to 8:45 tion and the outcome of an imam. on Thursday and Friday, migration hearing to deterJune Sand 6, and then on each mine their legal status,
Monday and Tuesday through Pontesso said.
If other refugees are sent to
Tuesday, July 1.

PRESON'TSBURG,Ky. ( AP
-The state Board for Occupational Education Tuesday approved the 1981 plan for Kentucky's vocational education
program.
Theplan was developed by
the Bureau of Vocational
Pastoral changes in the apEducation to provide for expenditure of $13.7 million in pointments of ministers have
federal funds. State and local been released by the Memphis
matching funds totaled $73.5 Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church
million.
Of the $13.7 million, three- which closed today at
fourths is allotted for in- Paducah.
Local appointment changes
struction, including programs
for the disadvantaged and include the Rev. Jimmy E.
Stubbs, associate pastor of
handicapped.
Don Coffman, a vocational First Church, Murray; the
bureau official, said the 1981 Rev. Kenny Locke, new canreport was more systematic didate for the ordained
Puryearat
than previous reviews. It will ministry
be submitted June 30 to the Buchanan churches; the Rev.
U.S. Department of Education Harold Stricker, Conyersville
and the Office of Civil Rights - Mt. Pleasant - Storey's
Chapel churches.
for approval.

Pastoral Changes
Announced Locally

Summer Reading
Program At MSU
Still Has Openings
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number. We don't expect a
great influx," Pontesao said.
By contrast, he said,
"several hundred males" are
being howled at the federal
prison in Talladega, Ala.
"The Bureau of Prisons is
cooperating in processing
these people (for immigration)," Pontesso said

State Vocational
Plan Is Approved

DOOR Et/STEW.
REG SI 1,39 95- 3ENTWOoD

5
LA// PIA get.

Corrections & Amplifications

far, we've gotten two.
"They're both confined
away from our general
population since they're not
sentenced inmates," he said
"One of them has some mental problems. One has some
physical problems.
"Neither one of them speak
English and we don't have
much information on them, so
we don't have too many
details, really."

PUBLIC56111WFI

Livestock Market

Stock Market
Industrial Average

By CHARLES WOLFE
Ameelated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Two female refugees, in this
country as part of the Cuban
boatlift, are being treated In a
federal prison hospital near
Lexington.
Steve Pontesao, spokesman
for the Federal Correctional
Institution, said other female
refugees may also be sent
here for treatment.
The US. Immigration and
Naturalization Service "told
us we might get a few females
who might have some medical
problems," Pontesso said
Tuesday in an interview. "So
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Charles Foster Heads Bank Of Murray's New Trust Department

i't expect a
itesso said.
he said,
males" are
the federal
;a, Ala.
of Prisons is
processing
ir imnligraaid

With the opening in April of
a trust department at the
Bank of Murray, another first
was recorded In Calloway
County. The department is the
first local trust facility ever to
be established in this county.
Heading the operation is
Charles S. Foster, a 23-yearold lawyer and certified public
accountant. Foster, a native of
Graves County, holds an accounting degree from the
University of Kentucky and a
law degree from Vanderbilt
University School of Law.
The bank applied late last

anges
Locally

es in the apnisters have
:he Memphis
ice of the
at Church
today at

NEW TRUST OFFICER — Charles S. Foster is heading the
Bank of Murray's new trust department. The department
is the first local trust facility in Calloway County.

if

Christian Science
New Service Records
Butwell Interview
The Christian Science
Monitor News Service in
Boston, Mass., has recorded a
radio interview with Dr.
Butwell, viceRichard
president for academic programs at Murray State
University for broadcast over
its 300-station network.
Taped and aired at different
times, the broadcast is expected to reach more than six
million listeners.
Butwell, who came to Murray State in 1978, recently has
written a number of
newspaper articles dealing
with the need to implement
proposals for expanded and interiuitionally focused education, from kindergarten
through graduate school.
Such a program has been
recommended by a special
committee appointed by
President Jimmy Carter and
he d by former Cornell
rsity President James
Ur
A. 71O/19.
hinweLl's articles contrast
the nation's difficulties in
understanding the Iranian,
Korean and other foreign
crises with the failure of the
Congress, as well as state and
local authorities, to adopt
various aspects of the Perkins
committee's recommendations.
The interview also will
highlight Murray State's
newly-established, six-hour
world civilization course,
which, beginning this fall, will
be required to be taken by all
students enrolling at the
university for the first time.
An inter-disciplinary program, the new course was offered on an experimental
basis during the 1979-80 school
year, and was developed
before the Perkins committee
was appointed.
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of Mayfield, graduated from
the University of Kentucky in
1967 and received his J.D.
degree from the University of
Kentucky College of Law in
1970. Prior to his election as
the first District Judge for the
52nd Judicial District, he serv-

Judge John Daughaday
ed as city attorney for the City
of Lexington and was engaged
in the private practice of law
in Mayfield. He was named
"Outstanding Young Man of
the Year" in 1972 and 1978.
In addition to his active involvement with the Kentucky
District Judges' Association,
Daughaday is a member of the
Graves County Bar Association, the Kentucky Bar
Association, the American
Bar Association, the
American Judicature Society,
and the Kentucky Trial
Lawyers Association.
Daughaday was recently
elected chairman of the
District Judges' Education
Committee, of which he has
been a member for the past
two years. One of the more important committees established under the auspices of the
Administrative Office of the
Courts in Frankfort, the
Education Committee meets
regularly to formulate programs and recruit faculty to
educate the district judges in
new trends in the law and to
assure that judges maintain
their professional competence.
Officers elected to serve
with Daughaday are: vicepresident, Judge Leonard
Newport;
Kopowski,
secretary, Judge Julia K.
Tackett, Lexington; and
treasurer, Judge Howard
Bowles, Louisville. Members
of the executive committee include representatives from
each of the seven appellate
districts and are: First
District - Judge Peter
McDonald, Hopkinsville; Second District - Judge Melvin
Duke, Hardinsburg; Third
District - Judge J. Michael
Whelan, Hodgenville; Fourth
District-Judges Thomas Burton and Thomas Knopf,
Louisville; Fifth District Judge Craig Bradley,
Georgetown; Sixth District Judge Robert Greene, Burlington; and Seventh District Judge Edwin D. Rice,
Ashland.
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2nd prize
1980 Fiat Strada.
3-door hatchback sedan has a
75-HP fuel injection engine, frontwheel drive, rack-and-pinion steering,
steel belted tires, 5-speed transmission,
air conditioning.
Total value: $6,000.

3rd• prize
c
•
uisinart
food
processor.
One of today's
most wanted kitchen
appliances, with 46%
more capacity than earlier models. It
slices, shreds and kneads three pounds
of bread dough in just 90 seconds!
Ten third prizes.

Grand prize
a two week
trip to Italy
for two,plus
$2,000cash!
Enjoy two fabulous
weeks in Italy!
See Milan, Venice,
Florence; experience
the excitement and history
of Rome, the romance of
Sorrento—all this
plus $2,000 pocket money!
Includes round-trip jet
transportation, deluxe
hotels and three
meals a day.
Total value:
$7,000.

4th prize
11-piece pasta
serving
set.
pasta

Stoneware pasta service includes four
spaghetti plates and bowls, grated
cheese server, salt and pepper shakers.
Twenty fourth prizes.

5th prize Libbey
Korner Keepers
canister
storage
set.
Set of three
attractive glass
storage containers with
natural cork tops. 13½', 10½':
and 8"sizes.One hundred fifth prizes.
6th Prize
American Beauty Pasta Cookbook plus
$10.00 worth of coupons on American
Beauty pasta products.
One thousand
sixth prizes.

I

I EASY TO ENTER I
,
•American Beauty's "America Cooks Italian" Sweepstakes.
Official Rules • No Purchase Necessary.
I

Neter

I

Swine..
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CHICKEN FRIED STEAK •
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All Yoe Caul Eat SOUP 'te SALAD BAR
•
•
•
•
•
•
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SIRLOIN
•
••
Ilia *oft will keep yea mil;bock.
•
Bel Air Shopping Center

"R $2.59
Char ken Feted Stasi with Country Gravy

flaked Potato or French Fries

A thk1 slab of Stockade Tomei

On an 0110 tal entry form orplate pteeeo13•XS• paper hand pttet VOW name
and addreas
Mail your entry in•hand addressed rearlope no lamer thane IP"09
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son of Kitty Foster Long and
starts in operation.
"The bank started this as a the late Willie Foster. He is
married to the former Gayle
service to Its customers,'
Foster said. -Previously, Phillips of Nashville, and they
are the parents of a daughter,
local people used banks in
Louisville for their trust Stacey, 2
facilities.
His professional member"Our advantage over the
Louisville banks is that we're ships include the Kentucky
close to home," he continued_ Society of Certified Public Ac"We know the people per- countants and the Kentucky
sonally and we'll be here to and American Bar Associahelp them and continue to tions He is a member of the
carry out their wishes many American Bar Association
Section of Real Property, Proyears from now."
Foster, a graduate of bate and Trust Law, and SecMayfield High School, is the tion of Taxation

AMERICAN BEAUTY
SWEEPSTAKES

Daughaday Elected Head
Of District Judge Group
At a recent meeting of the
Kentucky Judicial Conference
in Owensboro, Judge John
Daughaday of Mayfield was
elected president of the Kentucky
District
Judges'
Association.
The association was formed
when the District Courts were
organized in January 1978 in
order to establish a means of
communication among the
judges at that level; to promote public understanding of
the administration of justice;
and to provide fair and equal
justice under the law.
Judge Edwin D. Rice,
Ashland, who placed Daughaday's name in nomination,
stated that "he is bright,
energetic,and diplomatic, and
will provide the highest quality leadership to the organization in its efforts on behalf
the court system of Keatucky."
'Judge Daughaday, a native

D- OR
VISA

Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter, a director of the
bank, told Foster the bank
wanted someone to fill the new
position and asked if he was
interested. Foster, who
specialized in estate planning
and tax law in law school, had

incompetents, or as an agent
or custodian for a person's
assets, Foster said.
As an agent, the bank makes
investment decisions for the
person, while the person
makes the decisions when the
bank acts as custodian.
Although attorneys must
draw up wills and trusts,
Foster said he works with the
customer's accountant and attorney in helping people plan
their estates. He emphasized
that there is no charge by the
bank for estate planning. The
fee begins when the trust

Win a trip to Italy

iant changes
Jimmy E.
! pastor of
turray; the
:e, new canordained
Puryeares; the Rev.
Conyersville
— Storey's

r‘i

year to the state Department
of Banking and Finance to be
granted trust powers. At the
time, Foster was serving as
assistant county attorney for
Marshall County and was
associated with Long and
Perry Attorneys in Benton

gained practical experience in
the field by working in the tax
department at Coopers and
Lybrand Certified Public Accountants in Louisville for two
years
Foster accepted the position, and the trust offices were
set up in the bank's main
building at Fourth and Main
Streets.
The trust department of a
bank is authorized to serve as
executor or administrator of a
person's will or trust, trustee
of a living will, custodian for
minor children, committee for

Mi ne

el

—

V
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NEW HOURS
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From Murray Drive-In
So. 4th St.

Open 8-7 Monday Thru Thurs.
Open 8-8 Friday and Saturday

Joey Lomicky of Reidland, Kentucky, enjoys the nice
weather by hunting for lizards in a creek at Rushing Creek
Campground, during Memorial Day weekend in TVA's
Land Between The Lakes. Joey and his family planned to
stay until Tuesday.
TN. A Photo by Rick Sch.esnhart
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Turner

Feltner Awarded $400
Joe D. Pool Scholarship
Timothy James Feltner of
Murray Route 2, a 1980
graduating senior at Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded the $400 Joe Dyer
Pool Memorial Scholarship to

Timothy James Feltner
attend Murray State University for the 1980-81 school year.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Feltner, he ranks in
the top 10 percent of his
graduating class of 195. He
plans to- prepare himself at
Murray State for a career as
an electrical engineer.

He has served as president
of his high school chapter of
the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America and the
Future Farmers of America
and as vice president of the
Beta Club and his freshman
glass. . Feltner was also
selected as Farm ,Bureau
His other activities include
Student Council, speech team,
golf and football.
The Rev. Joe Dyer Pool was
a Baptist minister and youth
leader and a graduate of Murray State. The perpetual
scholarship in his memory
was established through the
efforts of his family and
friends to assist a young man
each year who plans to pursue
training at Murray State for a
specific vocation.
The Pool Scholarship is one
of 89 honor, memorial, and
alumni scholarships totaling
$58,000 which have been
awarded through the Alumni
Association at Murray State
this year. Included are 58
awarded to high school seniors
through the Century Club
scholarship program, for
which $29,500 was contributed
by $100 donors to the program.

Impact Examined Of
Power Plant Growth
In Ohio River Basin
FRANKFORT, Ky. — What
would be the environmental,
social and economic impact of
increased development of
power plants in the Ohio River
basin?
A team of more than 100
university professors and
other experts have been examining that question for the
past four years. Their findings
are contained in the draft of a
report that will be presented
to the Kentucky Environmental Quality Commission at its
meeting at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Capital Plaza
Tower auditorium.
Commission staff member
Andrew Cammack said the
study suggests that air quality
would be the greatest
challenge if the Ohio River
Valley continues its industrial
growth. Increased power
plant growth also would affect
water and land quality, health
and the economy of the region
Even social institutions would
be changed.
The Ohio River Basin
Energy Study was commissioned by the federal Environmental Protection Agency, and the report marks corn-
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'grey Whom

pletion of the study.
Professors from eight
universities in the Ohio River
Valley took part in the study.
One of the team's members,
Dr. Boyd Keenan of the
University of Illinois, will
highlight the report at
Wednesday's meeting, Cammack said.

Sausage

The report assesses current
conditions in the area and sets
forth possible effects on the
region from future changes in
environmental regulations,
coal usage, economic growth
and other factors, Cammack
said.

White amid

Also scheduled for Wednesday's meeting will be a report
by Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Secretary Jackie Swigart on
the state's plans for enforcing
federal surface mining regulations. Roger Blair, director of
the department's hazardous
materials and waste management division, will discuss the
state's new permanent hazardous waste regulations.
Also slated for discussion is
a model noise ordinance. The
meeting is open to the public.
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Airport Commission Okays Applications

A. B. TABOR tromps the soil firmly around the newly-planted seedlings set out by
Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, center, shown on the planter being pulled by a tractor driven by
L D. Miller, donor of the 173-acre tract as well as the 4,600 tree seedlings.

Tree Seedlings
Planted On Proposed
Miller Golf Course
Forty-six hundred tree
seedlings - Virginia pine,
white pine and willow oaks have been planted on the 173acre tract east of Murray and
site of Murray State University's proposed Frances E.
' Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Donated by L. D. Miller,
Murray, and obtained through
the efforts of Albert Wilson of
the Kentucky Forestry Division, the trees have been
planted on hillsides, along ditches and in a nursery from
which transplantings can be
taken once the proposed, 18hole course has been constructed.
It was Miller who last year
donated the property to the
university specifically for the
construction of a golf course
for Murray State students,
faculty and staff.
Assisting Miller and one of
his employees, A. B. Tabor,
with the planting were Boy
Scout Troop 77 Scoutmaster 0.
B. Boone,and five members of
his troop -.Eagle Scouts Doug
Crafton and Mark Young; Life
Scouts Chris Fazi and Samir
Mahfood; and Tenderfoot Art
Bailey.
Also taking part in the planting were Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, chairman of the course's
development committee and
for the past three years faculty representative on the Murray State board of regents,
and R. T. (Buddy.) Hewitt, the
university's golf coach. Hewitt
also is a member of the
development committee.
Assisting with the planting
was a public service project
for the Scout troop. Miller also
has donated and strategically
placed a number of redbud
and dogwood trees on the property.
Pictured here are the
planters at work on the recent
day-long project.

HARDLY DRESSED for the clinging, briary underbrush
of the hillside, Eagle Scouts Doug Crafton and Mark
Young plant the Virginia pine, white pine seedlings on
a hillside on the rolling terrain of the proposed course.

TROOP 77 Scoutmaster 0. B. Boone checks
the
sighting accuracy of Tenderfoot Art Bailey as they
line
up tree plantings along a killside on the
proposed
Murray State University golf course.

FRANKFORT,Ky. — Seven
new construction applications
and two applications held over
from the last meeting were approved by the Kentucky Airport Zoning Commission during its bimonthly meeting this
week
One other previously approved application, filed by
the Kentucky Division of
Forestry, was brought back
for review by the commission.
The application concerns
the erection of a 190-foot
antenna tower near Paintsville by the forestry division.
At its last meeting in March,
the commission approved the
tower, stipulating that it be
obstruction lighted and marked.
A spokesman for the division, Dan Herndon, said that
painting and placing lights on
the structure would double or
triple costs for erection of the
tower. He said the tower was
limited to 190 feet with the
understanding that it would
not be under commission
jurisdiction.
Zoning commission administrator Ed Martin pointed
out that while one regulation
does state in effect that structures under 200 feet tall do not
require marking, others provide for marking of any structures penetrating a specified.
slope plane up to 44,000 feet
from an airport runway,
regardless of the height.
Martin said that, for example, a 100-foot tower on top of a

300-foot hill could cause more
of a navigational hazard than
a 200-foot tower at runway
elevation
The proposed tower site is
about seven miles from
Combo Field near Pamtsville.
Commissioner Richard Roof
of Paducah said the $3,200
total given by the division as
costs for painting and light installation was much too high.
A more realistic figure would
be about half that, Roof said.
Construction applications
approved included:
-Josh Cole Enterprises for a
65-foot antenna tower in Paintsville.
-Ditronics Services for a 160foot antenna tower in
Pikeville.
-Louisville Gas and Electric
Co. for construction of two
hyperbolic cooling towers and
two concrete chimneys at
Wise Landing, 25 miles northeast of Louisville's Bowman
Field. The structures will be
obstruction lighted and marked.
-Boston Farms for a 200-foot
antenna tower in Georgetown.
The tower will be lighted and
marked.
-Ditronics Services for a 190foot antenna tower near Paintsville. The tower will be
lighted and marked.
-Brown Steel Contractors
Inc. for the lighting and marking of a construction crane in
Bowling Green extending 14
feet into the horizontal slope
plane of commission jurisdic-

lion
-Hendersce airport for a 50foot tall hangar at the airport
-Forest Clay Dillon Precast
Systems Inc for a 250-foot

Miller Receives Scholarship
Jackie Sue Miller, a
graduating senior at Calloway
County High School, has been
named the newest recipient of
a $400 James C. Williams
Memorial Scholarship at Murray State University for the
1980-81 school year.
Three others, all previous
winners of the scholarship and
currently students at the
university, also received
renewed $400 awards under
provisions of the scholarship's
continuing program. They
are:
— Johnna Kay Brandon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Marshall Brandon, Route 1,
Almo, and a sophomore
science major.
— Tammy Janie Melton, a
junior chemistry major and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Swane Novis Melton, 12
Riviera Courts, Murray,and
— Dwight Daniel Watson, a
senior chemistry major and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight L.
Watson, Route 2, M'urray.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Miller, Route 6,
Murray, Jackie Sue has main-
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tamed a grade-point average
of 94.42 throughout her four
years at Calloway County
High and ranked 12th in her
Class of 195. She plans to major in business administration
at Murray State.
While at Calloway County
High, she was active in the
Club,
Beta
Future
Homemakers of America, and
the marching, concert and
jazz bands, playing flute and
serving three years as a field
commander. Her awards include the Junior and Chapter
Homemaker
Degree, a
superior ensemble rating, and
historian and recreation
leader for the FHA.
Established in 1975, the
scholarships
honor
the
memory of James C.
Williams, Jr., who died Dec.9.
1972, at the age of 26. He had
served in the U. S. Air Force in
Alaska. On his release from
the armed forces, he entered
Murray State where he nearly
attained his junior year, maintaining an over-all scholastic
of 3.93 out of a possible 4.00
points.
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LIFf SCOUT Chris Fan, left, waits with a seedling as Samir Mahfood, also a Life Scout,
prepares a hole for one of the 4,600 plantings the Troop 77 Scouts and the others set
out. The Columbus, Ohio architectural firm recently employed to design the course is
expected to begin work on the project immediately.
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Assembly Passes Handicapped Emancipation Act
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
General
1980 Kentucky
Assembly passed legislation
which may become the emancipation act of handicapped
Kentuckians.
The new legislation expands
the range of buildings which
must be made accessible to
the handicapped and sets up
an advisory committee to
make recommendations for
the standards to be used.
The legislation will require
many private office buildings,
businesses and apartment
complexes to meet accessibility standards before they are
constructed or substantially
remodeled.
In the past, accessibility
was only required in public
buildings.
This summer Gov. John Y
Brown Jr. will appoint three
handicapped or disabled persons, and the head of the
Justice Department's Office
for Public Advocacy or his
designee to an Architectural
Barriers Advisory Committee. This committee will
recommend standards of accessibility to the Board of
Housing, Buildings and Construction.
The legislation requires that
by July 15, 1981, the state
Board of Housing, Buildings
and Construction issue regulations that set standards for accessibility in Kentucky.
The Protection and Advocacy Division of the Office
for Public Advocacy has
received many calls about the
the present accessibility standards. The division was set up
to protect the rights of the
develop mentally disabled in
Kentucky.
Marie Allison, legal services
chief for the Protection and
Advocacy Division, said many
handicapped persons feel the
standards presently in use
don't address the needs of handicapped:
:
"Many handicapped persons felt the ANSI (American
National Standards Institute)

standards weren't adequately
designed for the handicapped, she said.
'The ANSI standards required public toilets to be accessible by wheel chair and
have grab bars on each side,"
she explained, "but the stalls
aren't wide enough to allow
the handicapped person to approach the toilet except from
directly in front."

Norton Brown, a retired
rehabilitation counselor and a
member of the Louisvillebased Action League of
Physically
Handicapped
Adults, said the legislation
could "open up a multitude of
new employment possibilities
and a multitude of new
businesses the handicapped
can use
-The handicapped have

been severely limited in where
they could live and work.
We've also had to stop at only
those stores we could get into
and go to those doctors whose
offices were accessi bIe,Brown said.
"The 1974 legislation regarding accessibility for the handicapped actually handicapped us in that it only applied to
public buildings," he added.

The new legislation will apply to private business& and office buildings to be constructed or remodeled. It will
also require apartment complexes of 25 units or more to
have at least one unit made
accessible for the handicappod
Brown said the handicapped
are not out to work a hardship
on store or apartment owners.

Gerald Williams, unit director for the Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services in
Lexington echoed Norton
Brown's opinions on the
legislation.
"We hope that by the state
developing its own standards,
we can create a more
reasonable and much more
flexible approach to accessibllity tor the handicap-

pad," Williams said.
Since a representative of the
state Office for Public Advocacy will be on the Architectural Barriers Advisory Committee, Marie Allison said that
handicapped persons who
want to make suggestions concerning accessibility standards should contact the office
at the toll-free number, 1-800372-2988.
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Tarnnu Carol Crouse of
Murray Route 2, a 1980
graduating senior at Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded'the $400 Bill Douglas
Memorial Scholarship to attend Murray State University
for the 1980-81 school year.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elvin Hugh Crouse, Miss
Crouse ranks in the top 15 percent of her graduating class of
195. She plans to major in
psychology and music at Murray State.
Among her honors in high
school are Basketball
Homecoming Queen as a
senior. A member of the
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Tam m C. Crouse
Awarded $400 Bill
Douglas Scholarship

With the new legislation,
handicapped persons in Kentucky have the opportunity to
help design slanders more
suited to their needs,she said.
With the expansion of the
types of buildings the standards will apply to, the legislation will also create new housing opportunities and job
possibilities for the handicapped in Kentucky
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Tamml Carol Crouse
speech team, she also
qualified for the State Speech
Tournament her freshman
year.
Her other activities include
Beta Club, Student Council,
Pep Club, pianist for the
chorus, cheerleader,and class
officer as a sophomore and
junior.
Bill Douglas of Paducah was
to be a graduating senior at
Murray State in 1971 when he
was fatally injured in May in
an accident on campus. nit
B.S. degree was conferred on
him posthumously
Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity, of which he was a
member, and the Douglas
family
established
the
scholarship in his memory in
the fall of that same year. It
was awarded each year to a
student who plans to study
psychology.
The Douglas Scholarship is
one of 89 honor, memorial,and
alumni scholarships totaling
$58,000 which have been
awarded through the Alumni
Association at Murray State
this year. Included are 58
awarded to high school seniors
through the Century Club
scholarship program, for
which $29,500 was contributed
by $100 donors to the program
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Men Use Device To Monitor Radiation In Air

CALIFORNIA, Ky. — At
least four times a year, Doug
Draper and David Clark park
their green van on the
shoulder of a winding, twolane road in rural Campbell
County and trudge up a gravel
lane to a wooden shack on a
bluff overlooking the Ohio
River.
From the frame of an outbuilding near the ramshackle

house, they remove a tiny chip
from its plastic sheild. They
might pause to glance through
the trees to the Ohio side of the
river, where they see a huge
nuclear power plant cooling
tower Jutting into the sky.
They replace the chip — less
than a tenth of the size of a
postage stamp — and make
their way back down the hill.

Draper and Clark take the

hike because the little chip has
a big job to do. The chip is called a thermoluminescent
dosimeter, and its job is to
measure radiation.
The chip and others like it
are the backbone of the
Department for Human
Resources' effort to monitor
the amount of radiation
released into the air by
nuclear power plants, waste

disposal sites and other radiation sources. The shack is a
monitoring site for the Zimmer Nuclear Power Plant now
under construction near
Moscow,Ohio.
The Human Resources
Department plans aLso to set
up monitoring for the Marble
Hill Nuclear Power Plant,
which is at an earlier stage of

near Madison, Ind., across the
Ohio River from Trimble
County
To get a clear picture of the
amount of radiation the completed nuclear plants release,
chemist Draper said, the
department is gathering data
to determine the amount of
natural radiation now in the
air in the Kentucky counties

construction. That plant is

near the plant sites.

When the pliu4s begin
operation, the department will
be able to get a "belore-andafter" view of radiation
amounts near the plants.
"We'll be able to recognize

plants. A reported nuclear accident would send an
emergency tealh to affected
areas of Kentucky for immediate measurements.
Since July 1879, the departany unusual occurrences by ment has placed the chips at
comparing the data," Draper 23 sites within 10 miles of the
Zimmer site. The chips, made
said.
Draper said the monitoring of lithium flouride, absorb
seeks to examine long-term radiation easily.
releases of radiation from the The chips are exposed to the
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atmosphere for about three
months, then are recovered
and analyzed at a laboratory
in Frankfort. The equipment
yields a measurement of the
amount of gamma radiation in
the air. Gamma is a common
type of radiation released by
nuclear power plants, Draper
said.
Currently, gamma radiation
amounts in Campbell County
and nearby Pendleton and
Bracken counties are within
the range of amounts recorded
by the federal government at
22 sites throughout the nation,
Draper noted.
The effort isn't limited to air
monitoring. The department
also analyzes water at 10 Ohio
River sites from Ashland to
Paducah. Among the sites are
those near Marble Hill, Zimmer and two facilities that
enrich uranium ore. They are
Portsmouth, Ohio, and
Paducah.
The department's mission in
water monitoring is simihar to
that for air sampling — to look
for unusual radiation near
nuclear facilities.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky will host the 1982-83
Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America National Skill Olympics, state Superintendent of
Public Instruction Raymond
Barber announced.
The Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center in Louisville
will be the site for some 6,000
to 7,000 students from across
the U.S. who will compete for
recognition in vocational
skills.
This will be the first time
Kentucky has ever hosted the
nationally recognized eventSites are awarded for a twoyear time period on the basis
of competitive bidding.
According to Barber, the
VICA board of directors, based in Leesburg, Va., narrowed
the location down to Kentucky
and Kansas. Kentucky was
chosen the best location for
the competition during a
afternoon
Wednesday
meeting.
Patrick White, director of
the Kentucky Department of
Education's industrial educational unit and also vice president of the national VICA
board of directors, was the
author of Kentucky's proposal, Barber said. He attributed the final decision to
Louisville's outstanding convention facilities and cooperation from all who showed their
total support in the effort.
"Gov. Brown, Kentucky's
congressional delegation and
the Louisville Convention
Bureau all strongly supported
the campaign to bring the
VICA Skill Olympics to our
state," Barber said.
"We showed Kentucky has
so much to offer in the way of
facilities, as well as enthusiasm from state and local
officials and business and
labor groups," Barber explained.
It has been estimated the
five-day event will generate
some $3.5 million into the
state's economy each of the
two years. Barber said approximately 2,450 hotel-motel
rooms will be occupied
throughout the competition
periods. Vocational advisors
and industrial representatives
from across the nation will bring the total of event participants to around 8,000.
"We have always believed
our vocational education programs are second to none.
Now Kentucky will have an
opportunity to bring national
recognition to its vocational
abilities, as well as to its
outstanding
convention
facilities," Barber said.
The competition dates for
1982 are June 20-26, and fo,
1983 are June 26-July 2.
Barber said although the
1982-83 event is two years
away, the Kentucky Department of Education has hopes
the state may become a permanent site for the annual
event.
"The Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center staff has
even,on its own initiative, ten-

tatively reserved facilities for
campeeltion," stated

the 1964
Barber.
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JUNK CARS
About 8 million Junk cars
are recycled for their steel in
the United States each year.
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29 Transgress
Southside
15.
in
feet
Square
1000
.20 •
those who want the best in
443-6161.
25 Scale note
58 Mouths
31 Weaker
43 State Abbr
Help
Wanted
6.
Call
753Center
push
Shopping
mowers,
Riding
sale:
For
comfort and efficiency. Each
59 Edge
45 Preposition
34 Chinese mile 26 Taste
For sale- Solar heaters and 6612 or 753-5200.
47 Iron SyrrlITOI 60 Bishopric
35 Corded cloth 30 Closer
Earn $50.00/hundred secur- mowers, garden tillers, dinette
unit equipped with energy savarea.
size
any
for
rods
storage
63 Part of 'to
37 Foothke part 32 Skin ailment 49 Bitter
airfans,
chairs,
yard
ing, stuffing Envelopes. Free suite,
ing heat pump and wall-to-wall
32. Apts. For Rent
be'
33 Bard
39 Bus abbr
50 Mexican coin
pm.
5
after
759-1207
Call
489-2166.
conditioners.
detals, reply: "HomeworkersSeparate dining room
40 Preposition
Apartment for rent: 2 bedroom, carpet
42 Chinese
S12". Box 94485, Schaum- Hey, look around and get Sony cassette recorder, light furnished, 12 miles from Mur- Kitchen has lots of cabinets 2
Pagoda
fidelity,
- refrigerator burg, IL 60194.
ahead. Solar Heaters: Window, weight, very good
44 Make
ray on Kentucky lake. Call days dishwasher
oven and surface cookamends
Experienced small engine wail, and roof mounted units $125,
762-2446, nights 436-2879, built-in
77
46 Preposition
ing unit - double sink with garTV-Radio
753-94826.
mechanic to work on a percen- and storage rods. What's in it
Ask for Mike O'Brien.
48 Musical
21
living
111
,nstrument
tage basis. Only experienced for you? Free heat, 30% tax RCA XL-100 solid state color Completely redone one bage disposal. Large
room with fireplace. Three
50 Mans name
27
Small credit and a guarantee of your t.v., 19 inches, 1977. $350.
Richard
apply.
need
53 Maple genus
bedroom, partially furnished. bedrooms with large closets
31
Engine Services, Hazel. 492- money back if you don't save. 753-6751 or 767-2550.
54 Guido s high
753-5410.
Automatic washer and dryer.
759-1207
Call
gadgets!
No
note
8519.
-$o
55 Babylonian
Sales
Home
Mobile
27.
5, please.
subdivi- Concrete patio. You must see
after
in
Duplex
Westwood
44
43
42
deity
Lady to clean cottages on
Nice home in Hazel 2 bedroom, large Eying room,
sion. Stove, garbage disposal, to appreciate the beautiful
57 Mistakes
weekends at small resort. Call One Sweda electric cash For sale: 10x50 Mobile home
411
47
dining room, kitchen, bath L screened in back porch.
61 Posed
washer and dryer hookup. Call shade trees and the large lot.
5,
Route
Furnished.
10
one
eleclot.
register,
key
$450;
and
436-5533.
ss
62 Hebrew
Only 2 blocks from the Univerelectric heat, aluminum siding, storm
carpeted,
Fully
753-5400.
436-2548.
Phone
Murray.
adding
one
machine,
tric
$40;
month
sity. Shown by appointment onWanted: Sitter services for Thomas electric organ with
47
se
windows IL doors, extra tot for garden, nice outside
-4 64 Great Lake
Efficiency apaRpienon cam- ly. 753-5791,
65 Number
Senior Citizen with arthritis. built-in turn table, $250. All For sale: 1972 12x60 Crimson
storage building. On east state line. Call 492-8630 or
Call 753
66 Young sheep
month. items excellent condition. Call mobile home, partially furnishper
$50
board,
Room,
753-2955.
House for rent. Call Embassey
67 Title of
ed, all electric, central heat 3804.P.'
520 South 7th, 10 AM to 3 PM. 753-3519.
respect
and air. Call 759-1974 after For rent: Two bedroom Apartments, 753-4331. Under
do
to
lady
Responsible
new management.
Wanted:
T.V. antenna with 40 ft. pole; 640 pm.
townhouse apartment: range,
housework. 2 or 3 days a week. motorcycle trailer; and Dune
par- refrigerator, dishwasher, Lakefront, 2 bedroom, furnishhome,
Mobile
24x54
1973
I LIKE TALKING; BUT
2
7HIS NEW CAMP WE'RE
for
I ON KNOW ABOUT
responsible
be
Would
buggy. Call 489-2752 after 5 tially furnished, central heat disposer, washer and dryer ed. year lease required. No
Need pm.
some.
HATE LISTENING!
ALL 6016.6 TO LOOKS
children
THOSE DISCUSSION GROUPS
and air, all electric. Call 753- hookup, central heat and air, children, no pets. Call 753753-0428.
Phone
references.
INTERE571N16..
OF
1010
0212 or 436-5459.
Three cane-bottom chairs,
21 1 carpet. 753-7550
7527 after 4 pm,
antique chairs, bathroom space
2 hp lawn mower, 2
/
saver. 31
round bathroom lavatories with
SUMMER
faucets, electric logs, birdcage,
Datsun pickup, Chevrolet
WORK
wagon. 753-1566
$997 per month.
Home Furnishings
16.
IT WAS
Students
College
ALL ABOUT
Blue cook stove, kitchen
WHAT MOVIE
and graduating high
FRANCE
IT
cabinets, wash stand, beds,
DID YOU SEE
AND ITALY
wAS
school seniors. InTODAY?
dressers, pie safe, blue crock,
depression glass Phone 685A TRAVEL
terviews held at
8 to 5, Old Hickory Anti3306.
MOVIE
and
9:00, 12:00
ques on 131, 7 miles north of
2:00 on Thursday,
Mayfield
June 5, 1980 at
Bedroom suite with mattress
and springs: chair, metal
Paducah Community
cabinet 753-8621
College in RosenComplete living room suite, like
111.
thal!
I SAID, WHILE
I'M
VOu'RE
new. Call 753-0061 or 753NOT
LIP, WILL YOU
YOU'RE UP WILL
3132
UP
GET ME A CUP
YOU GET ME A
OF COFFEE,
CLIP OF
eAsE
COFFEE,
PLEASE!!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

41;1

FOR SALE BY OWNER

MONTGOMERY
WARD

34.16
For rent
furnishe,
deposit
Two ty
house or
care-taki
mainteni
pets Rel
753-021:
Two be
electric
campus.
month, $
9829.
Two bc
house, no
month 7
Three bec
and gard
345-2205
Two bedu
furnished
miles so
Married c
Deposit
quired C
pm.
Twobedro
ed, with s
$160 per
quired Ca
Three bed
$225 per
anytime
Two bedrr
furnished,
$195 per
753-6679.

37. Live
For sale
boars and
son, Dresc
2670.

31A%

Basic and
dience cla
ages. Prol
436-2858.
417P115
Garage soli
dishes. car
antique bu
lots more.
Fairlane Dr
Six party y
Saturday
Household
vacuums,
pen, quilt t
tall girl a
baby.
-Having
Then p
yard s
the Ge
office o
N. in TI
ping
across
Boston'

JC*

7!

AROUI

Home w
reasonab
day or ni

Catalog Sales Agency Automotive & Appliance Center

Under New Management

SER VALE

Termite & Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood St., Paris, TN.
901-642-4461
Free Inspection
Licensed & Insured
20 Years Experience
Call us about our complete pest control service.

We treat you like a
a number.
person. Not
insurance from an agent
ER-JUST
WHERE ARE
WE CroiNG,

STRAIGHT
AMEN',
LADY-

ER.„IS
THAT A
FALCON?

17' IS.
LADY,

ER, DOES iT
ALWAYS
RIDE WITH
VU 2

Delve*

WE'RE SUPtOSED
TO GO 70 TOWN ,
WHY ARE WE
GOING INTO THE
...JUNGLE ?.

When you buy
who workwAirectly for one company,he's
probably not the person who handles your
claims.
That's not the cave when you deal with an
Independent Insurance Agent like me. I'm
right here ready to serve you when you
have a claim...helping
you reach a fair
settlement as quickly
as possible.
For all your insurance needs,contact me.

Ross Insurance Agency

110 I. Salm St.
Agents:tomb ItearlIesray lose-lemes NM/
76114419

Come in and register for
New 12" Portable T.V.
to be given away July 5, 1980

MMMIIIM

Ray Barrow, Agent

Well bin
formal
17
appreciz
8146

TEST ENGINEER
Due to our recent capital expansion and aggressive philosophy towards
manufacturing and marketing new aluminum products, we are in need of a
highly talented Test Engineer. The successful candidate must have a BS in
Mechanical Engineering, a minimum of 2-4 years experience designing test
equipment and procedures,along with the ability to write up formal recommendations and conclusions concerning physical testing of aluminum materials and
other related products.
This Fortune 500 corporation located in scenic western Kentucky offers
challenging career opportunity for an Engineer who enjoys developing new projects from thttround floor to completion. Our compensation, benefits, and
relocation packages are excellent and qualified candidates should send resume
and salary history to:

Extreme
cient hoi
home ha
includinj
Quiet str
e.vayw-i
Murit
sbir

P.O. Box 322
he hod 0..wwW Wyle”.•'1
lllll
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34. Housei For Rent
lashed
ind st
t. Call
S.
nt near
Call 753nt. near
333
om apart
s. one or
sleeping
Apart
reel, 753
bedroom
100 South
ck duplex
losets No
pnth 753hed apart
$140 per
water fur -

IT
op3 or 4
Summer
m, with.
pool
7533-5108
and on

shed aparts pretered,
h next to
s Call 753-

block horn
girls. Call
109.

nd new luxunits for
:he best in
iency. Each
energy saywall-to-wall
ming room
f cabinets frigerator urface cooknk with gararge living
lace. Three
rge closets
and dryer
iu must see
e beautiful
Ye large lot
the Univeriintment on-

For rent One bedroom, small,
furnished house $85. $50
deposit in country 753-5750.
Two bedroom unturntshed
house on lake. in exchange for
care-taking duties and light
maintenance No children, no
pets. References required Call
753-0212 or 436-5459.
Two bedroom furnished all
electric home, 50 feet from
campus. No pets. $200 per
month, $200 deposit Call 7539829.
Two bedroom unfurnished
house, near campus, $185 per
month 753-3293.
Three bedroom house with well
and garden space. Furnished.
345-2205.
Two bedroom home, appliances
furnished, approximately 9
miles • southeast of Murray.
Married couples only, no pets.
Deposit and references required. Call 492-8594 after 6
Pm.
Two bedroom house, unfurnished, with stove and refrigerator.
$160 per month. Deposit required Call 753-3582.
Three bedroom. available now
$225 per month. 762-3813
anytime.
Two bedroom house, partially
furnished, centralized location,
$195 per month, $100 deposit.
753-6679.

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale. Registered Duroc
boars and gilts. S.R Stephenson, Dresden, TN, (901) 3642670.

38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor
436-2858.

41. Public Sale
Garage sale! Small appliances,
dishes, card table, bookshelve,
antique buffet, bikes, toys, and
lots more. Friday 8-12. 1002
Fairlane Drive.
Six party yard sale. Friday and
Saturday at Stella on 121.
Household items, dishes,
vacuums, fan, stroller, play
pen, quilt pieces, bike, clothes,
tall girl adult, children and
baby
Having a yard sale?Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

JOHN SMITH

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

Three party yard sale Wednesday and Thursday 503 Vine
Street Something for everyone
Three party yard sale 1321
Poplar Thursday, Friday, Satur
day, 6-7 Dishes, clothes toys
furniture junk and lots more
Rain or shine
Three party yard sale, Friday
and Saturday, 8 hi 5 on Poor
Farm Road next to Union Grove
Church Fishing, household
car, and shop items Some
Aeon bottles Rescheduled in
case of rain
Yard sale. 1506 Henry Street,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
9-4 Lots of boys clothes. 5-12
Something for everyone.
Yard sale! Thursday, Friday,
Saturday. June 5th, 6th, and
7th 730 to 530, 1628 Farmer
Avenue. Household items,
dishes, books, stereo, furniture.
clothes, appliances. and much
more.
Yard sale, Stella Trailer Park,
Highway 121 North, Friday and
Saturday, 9 am til 5 pm
Cameras, clothes, dishes. and
3-wheeler

43. Real Estate
Best buy in town! 819 North
20th. Three bedroom, 2 bath,
wood burning fireplace, 2 car
garage. and well landscaped
yard $59,800. Call Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724
anytime.

Mobile Home on an attractively landscaped or just
short distance from the
lake It features central electric hear and air on enclosed
patio and cal appliances.
Needs to be seen to be opprec Kited Only S I 6,500

JOHN SMITH

753-7411

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

AROUND

THE CLOCK

Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 159-1171
day or night.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

PrulexmorulSersii.a,
with Ti-. ',mat Toudk

HOUSE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
Move into this Brand
new 3 BR., 2 Bath,
B.V. home, almost
finished-many quality
features, central electric heat pump, great
room with fireplace,
entry hall, 2 car
garage. In lovely
Gatesboro. Only
$53,500.00.
HAVE SPARE
TIME-NEED
EXTRA INCOME
Invest $11,000, get
return in 2 years, Lake
Sub. Water System,
minimal maintenance
and upkeep. Present
owner will furnish
details, and requirements. Let our
salespeople show you
this property and increase your monthly
income substatially.

Real Estate
Southside Court Square

Metray, Kesslucky
7S3-44S1
You're moving to a new city.
What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors here in Murray?...Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
will promptly call you. They'll
take the time to find out the
kind of home you'll be looking
for. They'll give you some ideas
about your new community.
And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
to look at upon your arrival.
This service is part of the Century 21 VIP Referral Program.
It links together the more than
7,500 Century 21 offices
around the country. If you're
about to sell your house, call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors. And then you're on
your way to the easiest move
you've ever made going and
coming. Call Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492.

Free Delis ery on Prescriptions in City Limits

Neil

Well built home In the city. 4 bedrooms, 242 baths,
formal dining room and lots of extras. Lot size
140x257. Back yard completely fenced. Must see to
appreciate. Murray-Calloway County Realty, 7538146.

rials and

iy offers
new pro!fits, and
I resume

JUST LISTED
Extremely attractive 3 bedroom,2 bath energy efficient home on a beautifully landscaped lot. This
home has all the amenities you've been looking for
including an attached greenhouse for the gardener.
Quiet street in residential neighborhood. Call today.
Murray-Calloway County Realty, 753-8146.
Shirley Wiferd 753-3043 Beth Rhodenizer 753-6483
Billie Whismons 753-7476
'

Murray Calloway
County Realty

llllllllllll

PY AVAIL ABLE
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PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautifully wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Also
Included is quality 2boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready tr spring and
sumrn ,relaxing days
checking out
ahead
this good buy. $24,500.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for all
the information.
HOME AND
7$ ACRES
Just a short distance
from town we have a
very nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath country home
Located on 75 acres, of
which 85 are good
tillable
farmland.
Owner would consider
financing part. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for real service in
real estate.

53,

,

ir••

DRIVEWAYS
WRITE ROCKED
AND GRADED

InC lama. So*.

753-0116
Anytime

44,

%el

40--v

_
;104i

•
•,Sli
•

Hauling Ag Lime Grorsel
Dirt Sand on, ind attire
rock
as.Jaime
753-5622
753.8764

SAY team*
753-4162

45r50
"How should I sign it - Outraged Citizen
Fed-up Taxpayer or J ust Plain Disgusted ?" 'Concrete and block work Bloc
garages basements, driveways
753-1222
walks, patios,
free
46. Homes For Sale
41. Auto. Services
' estimates. Charlessteps,Barnett
Extra nice new 2 bedroom Four Keystone Classic mag 753-5476.
HOME WITH
brick duplex in Northwood wheels with tires Call 435- C.N.G Bookkeeping Service
"PURSE-ONALITY"
Priced in 550's. 753-0814
4181 after 6 pm
Small businesses our specialiNewly listed 3
ty Call 753-0034
bedroom home in
Puryear. 641, by owner 3 year 49. Used Cars
Canterbury Estates,
old brick. Assume VA, owner
Carpet
cleaning,
free
features great room
finance equity. Also a 90 acre 1978 Buick Estate wagon, 18 estimates, satisfied references,
mpg,
nice.
loaded
1973
with
beamed
farm for sale. 901-247-5735.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanChevrolet wagon, good condicathedral ceiling and
Three bedroom brick home, 2 tion. 1972 Datsun pickup, good ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
lovely brick fireplace.
753-5827
baths, large kitchen with built- condition. 753-1566.
Beautifully decorated
ins, family room with fireplace,
Driveways and parking areas
1973
Buick
LeSabre,
2-door,
throughout, this home
central heat and air, city
white rocked and graded Free
V8, air, steel belted radials,
is a housewife's dream
schools. $58.500. 1719
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
good
transportation.
Call
753at a down-to-earth
Magnolia Drive. 759-1508.
gravel, lime, one ton and up.
1469 after 4 pm.
price. Phone KopClifford Garrison, 753-5429.
Motorcycles
47.
1977 Chevrolet Impala with
perud Realty, 753-1222,
Dale
Spencer's sandblasting
1977 DT-125 Yamaha $350 or power brakes and steering, airfor all the information.
and painting and backhoe serbest offer 354-8061
conditioned. $2750. Call 753EASY LIVIN'
vice. Call 753-6626. if no
8762.
Economic family livanswer call 753-5198
1 NYWYNDER
ing in this wooden con1978 Datsun 810 six cylinder For
your home-care, personal
temporary home and
RACING
automatic. Call 437-4341.
care, housewares, and multi11
/
2 acres located in a
Motorcycle and ATC
For sale: 1978 Camaro, 305 V8 vitamin and mineral supplelovely setting at .the
Service and Repairs.
engine, excellent condition. ment needs, call your local Amedge of Murray. Many
Call after 4 pm, 759-1958.
way distributor at 7510806
WELDING
unusual
unique
after 4 pm_
MACNNIE SNOP
1971
Monte
Carlo,
automatic
features including
Parts 8, Accessories
power steering, power brakes, For all your plumbing insolid birch kitchen
Performance Modificatand air. low mileage car with stallations or repairs. all work
cabinets, 40x12 redions
tilt wheel and stereo_ $850 guaranteed. experienced. Call
wood deck, 40x12 con1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door, 753-8950.
607'.3 S. 4th Street
crete patio, fireplace
automatic, power and air.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fence sales at Sears now. ,Calls
in living room and
•41 $900. Phone 354-6217.
_
Sears 753-2310 for free
family room, pella
For sale: 1978 400 Yamaha XS. 1979 Monte Cacip. 6 cylinder, estimates for your needs.
thermopane windows,
2000. miles! $800. 1976 125 local car. 21 mpg, 14.000 acand' much, much
Yamaha. 1500 fades, $450. - tual miles. $5000 Of may take For yoyr home's care, give it an
more. Phone 753-1222
BA in excellent condition. over payments with approved uplift by calling a professional,
for all the information,
4374155.
credit from bank. Must sell. experienced painter with
rates.
reasonable
Free
at Kopperud Realty,
Call
753-7150.
1978 Honda 750K, approxestimates Call 527-1023.
imately
4100
miles,
two
mat1974
MGB,
good
condition,
44. Lots For Sale
ching helmets and other ac- best offer over $2200. Call For all your carpenter work call
Morris Wilson, 753-2988
Lots in Bagwell Manor, cessories. $2000. Call 753- 753-2782.
reasonable. Contact Howard 9526.
Guttering
by Sears, Sears con1968
Nova,
standard
Brandon, 753-4389.
1979 Harley Davidson with lots transmission. Call after 5 pm, tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
3.8 Wooded acres in Whiskey of chrome. Call 753-6754.
436-2648.
753-2310 for free estimates.
Ridge, $4000.00. 753-0579.
Triumph 650. good shape. 1971 Olds. In good condition.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
45. Farms For Sale
$400. Call 753-6161 after 5 Call 753-2480 after 5 pm.
save on these high heating and
90 Acres, 65 tillable, building pm.
1971
Oldsmobile
98,
$500.
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753site. 2 acre lake, and creek. In 1979 Yamaha XS-11 Special,
753-6751 or 767-2550.
2310. for free estimates.
Pans, near Puryear. Owner 1800 miles, like new. $3200.
1975
Pacer.
$1200.
1972
finance. 901-247-5735.
K & K Stump Removal.Da you
Call 492-8507 before 6 pm.
Cutlass, extra sharp, nice. 437- need stumps removed from
46. Homes For Sale
48. Auto. Services
4312. after 5 pm. 527-3149.
your yard or land cleared of
By owner 3 bedroom house, in
For sale: Set 15 inch Rally 1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle. stumps. We can remove stumps
city, patio, fenced yard, outside
wheels for Chevrolet truck, set in excellent condition. Call up to 24" below the ground,
storage. remodeled kitchen,
leaving only sawdust and chips.
of 15 inch Rally wheels for 759-4734 after 5 pm
newly carpeted. 1709 College
Call for free estimate Bob
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck.
Farm Road. 753-0497. Mid
Trucks
50.
Used
Kemp 435-4343 or 435-4319.
one 711x15 new trailer tire. 6
$40's,
ply.. one 10-15 LT. all terrain 1977 Dodge Van. Customized. Licinsed Electrician and gas inFor sale by owner. Attractive 2 tire, new; one 10-15 LT. B.F. loaded, excellent condition. stallation, heating installation
bedroom brick home, near Goodrich all terrain tire, used: $3500. 753-8227.
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
University. 2 bathrooms, one B.F. Goodrich 700x15 L.T., For
sale: 1976 GMC half ton MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
fireplace, remodeled kitchen, new tires; one Goodyear hi pickup.
Sharp! $1500. Call roofs sealed, and underpinnhardwood floors, deck, and miler 70005 L.T. used tire. 436-2590.
ing. Aluminum or fiberglass.
large yard. Call 753-6618 for Phone 753-7393.
an appointment.
Truck tires, wheels, motors, For sale: 1975 Ford van. 6 Also patio awnings and carOwner will finance equity and transmissions, axles, automatic cylinder, straight shift, nice. ports, single or double. lack
assume VA loan. 3 year old trarwissions,
starters, Customized paint, mechanical- Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
brick home, 641 South, geneiators, radiators, glass, ly excellent. Has extras. $1925. Mitchell
Blachtopping.
753-9288.
Puryear, TN.(511124.1-573
fenders. 759-1739.
driveways and small jobs a
1970 Jeep truck with topper. speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537.
$1800. Call 753-5889.
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

OHS,. •

201 Walaa Sham

NEW OFFICE NOUNS:
Monday-Friday 7 30-Noon
Price ef
MAIRMIT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PIKE MIAMI 75'

For No,00l & Hoose Coils ploo•• Coll 15.) it's',',. dor
Now,Publ.c

od-ooce

FREE

20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pee-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CLOUD MOO Fel

1979 ;eep C1-5 Renegade,
carpet and Levi interior. AMFM, 8-track. 6 cylinder. 3.
speed, PS, lock and hubs. Call
354-8772.
1968 VW camper van. Call after
5 pm. 753-6167.

P• TO 1.110 C •

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

WE CONTROL

TERMITES
Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefessleseal Pest(morel-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
, Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
damage next to fife. Have your homg, treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience.
Home owned and operated.

1971 Scotty, 18', selfcontained, excellent condition.
489-2713.
White's Camper Sales has sold
to Big Mac's Sporting Goods.
Highway 641 South. See them
for all your camper needs
Thank you for your past
patronage, it has been a
pleasure to serve you
Virginia White

52. Boats and Motors
35 Ft Chris Craft Roamer
sedan cruiser Generator, air,
depth, shower, pressure water
314-748-5561 office. 314-411.
8188 home
For
sale or trade
15'
Aluminum Richline Runabout
boat, trailer and 40 hp
Evinrude motor $750 or trade
for street motorbike 753-9635
1977 Hydrosport 17: bass. 115
Mercury. fully equipped 7536760

1975 Striker bass boat with
new 85 hp Evinrude Call 4374821

53. Services Offered
AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodei.
ing
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
after 5 pm
Bulldozing, backhoe work and
septic systems Call 437-4533
or 354-8161 after 8 pm
.

53. Services Offered

Need wore on your trees Topp- log soil for sale Clifford GOing pruning shaping com- noon 753-5429
plete removal and more Call
ROVERS TREE SERVICE for pro Will haul driveway white ro4
and Ag lime also have any type
fessional tree care 753-8536
of brown or white pea gravel,
Painting, paperhanging, com- Also do backhoe work Cali
mercial or residential Farm Roger Hudson. 753-4545 co
buildings etc Free estimates • 753-6763
759-1987
Wet basement? We make wit
Paper hanging and interior basements dry work completepainting Call 753-7337 or 437- ly guarenteed Call or write
4611
Morgan Construction
CO.,
Remodeling and home im- Route 2, Box 4094, Paducah,
provements
All
work KY 42001, or call day or night,
guaranteed Free estimates 1-442-7026
753-8484
Will wash and wax and hand
S & S Painting Co . custom buff any and all cars. trucks
Painting since 1975 Free $25 For more information call
estimates 759-4020
753-2696
Tractor work, bushhogging •
is your dog or cot like
plowing, discing. blade work
gardens Free estimates Call • member of the family?
753-7400 or 753-2632
We make house calls for
those special family
portraits.
GARDII6
YARDS
CARTER

STUDIO

limed 8. Fertilized
Gardens Worked
Ready for planting the sane
day ,
Bush
Hogging
Blodereork
Dna larrata
Jimmy Garland
753-56“
753-1656
71114766

104 Mom

73 8298

Will do paint work Resonable•
153-8097
Will mow yards. Call 489-2771.
Will mow yards. Phone 753Will do plumbing, air condi- 5920
tioning, repairs and remodeling 56. Free Column
around the home such as
carpentry painting, roofing Free kittens! Housebroken
and concrete work Call 753- 436-5502
2211 or 753 9600
57. Wanted
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers Tillers Chmnsows
Fast Service
Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
75 -4564.

Wanted Mature young woman
graduate student or professional person to share house,
one ?lock from MSU. Private
bath and entrance Please call
753-8325 8-4. after 5 pm. 7536577 Ask for Rebekah.

HOT ROD
1956 Chevrolet pickup. Deluxe cab, step
side, 350 cubic inch 4 bolt main engine, 327375 hp fuel -injected head, TRW 12/
1
2
aluminum
pop-top
pistons,
Eldurbroc
aluminum high rise intake, 750 duel feed
holly carborator, expanded aluminum fan,
513 full raise cam, Hooker headers, 4-speed
transmission, positive traction rear end, new
rubber. (901)
642-7228, Paris, Tennessee

LARGE FAMILY NOME
A beautifully landscaped acre with a very private
backyard. This well built house has two enclosed porches, a very large basement with game room that
has outside entrance. Five bedrooms, central gas
heat, two fireplaces, hardwood floors and storage
everywhere. Two-car garage and 2-car carport.
Located at 406 S. 6th Street and priced at $50,000.

Ken's Lawnmower is bock at
old location • 718 South 4th
Street 753 7400 or 759,
1221, fleconsidioned engines
• 539.95 with exchange.

51. Campers

4111816...ki

53. Services Offered

Au-conditioning and refrigeration service work on all
brands Used air -conditioners
and refrigerators for sale Bill
7k3-0762

Strout Rooky
91 1 Cole•••••
Is.., Ii
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LAK1 AND RECREATIORY P1110PUITY
Istings needed, Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers from
F.eryirtiere Free Catogioy

rob

•
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a BS in
fling test
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Do you know why we say "Sell753-8080
ing a house is easy, keeping it
sold is tough?" More than 50% How can you finance your
of all home sales have major house. in this crazy economy?
closing problems. 50%! That's Everybody has an idea these
why Century 21 Loretta lobs days on financing. But you
Realtors are trained to concen- don't just need ideas You
trate on follow-through. No need the best ideas, and plenty
paperwork detail is too small, of them. That's why Century 21
no processing or financial pro- Loretta lobs Realtors are traincedure too unimportant to ed to show you 21 different
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is ways to creatively finance
to make sure your sale closes' whether you are buying of sellon time and you get all you ex- ing. And we take the necessary
pect,We call it "Seller's Peace -time to explore your options
of Mind." We put it all in and to formulate your best
writing in an agreement called course of action. Stop . in At
the Action Warranty. And then 1200 Sycamore or call 1entury
we back it up with the most 21 Loretta lobs Realtors at
important agreement of all: A 753-1492. In a crazy economy
handshake...We mean what we you need all the help you can
say. Call Century 21 Loretta Let.
lybs Realtors at 753-1492.
Pardons & Thurman
NEAR KT. LAKE Here's a nice
Insurance &
12 • 65 custom built Schultz

ill
1331 Under

om, furnishequired No
Call 753-

YO-M
REAL ESTATE
153-8080_

rrr'y

43. Real Estate

AUCTION
Mks's* Of Rolm)
Saturday, Juno 7
10:00 A.M. Till 9 p.m.

(Rescheduled

Vernon's Western Store
& Pawn Shop
Located In Olympic Plate Murray, Kentucky
753-7113
SELLING OVERSTOCK
Consisting of shoes, 1 set of Work Harness with Brass homes and tassels, 100 year
old wagon, English Saddles. Western Saddles, Halters, bridles, horse tack, clothes
shirts, pants, jeans,'iuits. Western boots, work shoes, insulated boots, assorted
leather handbags, spurs, bits, gun holsters and belts, moccasins, denim jackets and
Khaki jackets, English riding boots, dress slippers, horse collar mirror, horse collar
clocks, gloves, belts, caps, T-shirts, Western suits. overhauls, sweaters, leather
coats, leather vest, denim vests, down jackets. Buliva Accutron watches, wallets.
buckles, binoculars, silver saddle trims, silver halter trims. silver bridle trims dog
collars, horse and cattle grooming products hat shapers. horse and cattle medical
aids, leather straps and leather bundles, spurs 8 spur straps, 4-buckle overshoes
(Western and regular). Saddle bogs, cutlery sets, chops, shoe shine kits, Western
pictures and prints, ladies Western fashion boots cnd ladies dress boots, antique
loom shelving, cash register and adding machine, men's regular side zipper boots,
saddle rocks. Saddle Bronc Saddle. by Blackwood Equipment, Silver dollars and
assorted silver coins, opixoximately 1,000 pair bond boots, tall and short. MANY.
MANY items too numerous to mention.
TERMS: CASH
Owner: Verisee's Western Sten

N.G. MCGARY
CO.
REAL ESTATE & AOCTRIN
•

MudeciA Reed
Moyflalel, Kentucky 420644
Mom 542-247-3765
Janos S. Riley, Ascrl••••r
5.1. Mellary, Jr., Aurelkormor a tram,
Any Announcement Day Of Sole Has Precedence Over Printed Matter
Not Responsible For Accidents
11••••

June 4, LIN
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Giant Sycamore Is Biggest Of Species

Largest State Tree In Estill County

JULIA BANKS. left coordinator oi Title I Parent Adof
visory Councils with the State Department
Education spoke at the Calloway Count Schools
District Parent Advisory Council meeting held on May
26. In the background. left to right, are Dr. Jack Rose,
Superintendent of Calloway County Schools; Joy
for
Waldrop. Dist. Calloway County Title I Coordinator
the 1980-81 school sear.

Calloway Title
Program Holds Meeting
County
The Calloway
Schools Title I District Parent
Advisory Council held a luncheon meeting on May 26 with
35 people including members,
Title I staff from North, East,
and Southwest Elementary
Schools, and guests attending
the meeting.
Julia Banks, coordinator of
Title I Parent Advisory Councils with the State Department
of Education and Edna
Quarlles, Title I staff member
with the State Department of
Education were special guests
at the meeting.
Banks gave a presentation
regarding the role of the
Parent Advisory Council. The
council gives parents an op-portunity to have input into
the Title I programs in the
Calloway County Schools.
Members of the School Ad-

visory Committees and the
District Advisory Conunittees
were elected in the spring of
1979 and will serve for a two
year period.
Members of the Councils by
school are:
Sherrie
Southwest:
Paschall, Ruth Calhoun, Joy
Waldrop, Carolyn Alexander,
Joyce Housden,Peggy Butterworth.
North: Dottie Camp, Conrut
Roberts, Linda Hoke, Mary
Lou Gibbs, Jeannie Harrison,
Reita Cummings, Marita
Burkeen and Gail Friffin,
East: Kathy-Hickar-EsteAyn,
Phillips, Shirley Wall, Pat
Dick, Judy Stabler, W. T. Patterosn, Terry Underhill, arid
Debbie Kingins.

program is designed to are found from Clay County in
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The the
and help preserve the Eastern Kentucky to the
discover
Largest tree in Kentucky stretwesternmost point in the
trees and to
biggest
state's
ches its roots deep Into the
im- state, New Madrid Bend in
the
of
awareness
an
foster
ground on Millers Creek in
of Kentucky's Fulton County.
Estill County, at a point ap- portance
One national Big Tree, a
to the total environproximately a quarter of a woodlands
sassafras on Frederica
ment.
mile west of the intersection of
Through the efforts of Streetin Owensboro, is idenstate Routes 52 and 1571.
conservation-minded tified by a historical marker
The giant sycamore, the various
and many individual placed by the Kentucky
largest of its species known in groups
of
hikers, environmen- Department
the United States, reaches 96 hunters,
and landowners, the Transportation. The tree is 17
talists
spreads
and
sky
the
feet into
specimens known of feet 3 inches in circumference
its lofty bfluiches over a circle largest
of trees have been and 100 feet high. It has an
species
104
in
feet
approximately 100
state-champion average crown spread of 68
as
identified
belt
a
take
would
It
diameter.
said Townley feet.
Trees,
Big
its
around
reach
to
long
39 feet
The state champion Kenof forestry
chief
Bergmann,
trunk.
tucky coffee tree — which is
education.
The national champion
Of that group, nine are on Kentucky's official state tree
sycamore was identified
National Register as the — is appropriately located at
the
through the Big Trees proof their species in the White Hall State Shrine in
largest
gram of the state Division of
he said. Three others Richmond. The tree, which
nation,
Forestry, Acting Director Ray
honors as co-champions has a circumference of 15 feet
Swatryna explained. Although share
of the same size in 7 inches and is 68 feet high, is
other sycamore are taller, the with trees
at the left as the visitor apstates.
determining factor in the other
to the
The national champions proaches the entrance
selection of this particular
mansion of
range in size from the antebellum
tree was its huge trunk.
small pawpaw to statesman-abolitionist
The tallest tree in Kentucky relatively
ed cottonwood Cassius Clay.
thick-trunk
the
nathe
not
but
state
— the
An apt tree-spotter himself,
and to oaks
sycamore,
and
species
its
for
tional champion
which, though Bergmann identified the cofbuckeyes
and
yellow
-high
— is a 174-foot
in girth, stretch to fee tree and an American elm
poplar on U.S. Forest Service smaller
dwarf the cham- for the state Big Tree list. He
that
heights
of
land on Pole Road Hollow
also discovered a black oak
species.
other
of
pions
Beaver Creek (McCreary
Bergmann said Kentucky's that was the national chamCounty).
-champion Big Trees pion until it was replaced by
The Division of Forestry national
began identifying Kentucky's
largest trees about 10 years
ago in cooperation with the
SALE ENDS JUNE 9, 1980
American Forest Association,
Quantity rights reserved
which has been publishing a
National Register of Big Trees
periodically since 1945.
State and national Big Trees
are selected by a point system
based on trunk circumference
at a point 4 feet 6 inches above
the ground, height and crown
spread — the diameter of the
circle covered by the tree's
DRUG STORES
branches.
Jackie Swigart, secretary of
the state - Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said

,
A

procedural
Guaranteed
safeguards for handicapped
children and their parents in
decisions regarding educational programs and confidentiality of files of those children
identified as being handicapped will continue to be instituted.

te)
f, Values

This application will be on
file in the Office of the
Superintendent of Calloway
County Schools for a period of
38 days that began May 28,
and will end June 27. Any interested persons may receive
copies of the application and
make comments concerning
the application to Johnny
Bohannon of the Calloway
County School District. Consideration will be given to all
comments prior to the submission of the final copy of the application to the Department of
Education.
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being given any educational
services. P. L. 94-142 also requires that the school district
plan for the implementation of
location,
identification,
evaluation and appropriate
educational placement of all
handicapped children.
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CLAY COUNTY — Yellow
buckeye, circumference 12
feet 10 inches, height 140 feet,
crown spread 53feet6 Inches.
McLEAN COUNTY —
Rican (hickory-pecan cross),
circumference 8 feet 5 inches,
height 114 feet, crown spread
76 feet.
HENDERSON COUNTY —
Bur oak, circumference 20
feet 1 Inch, height 144 feet,
crown spread 110 feet; near
Green River. Co-champion
pawpaw, circumference 3 feet
2 inches, height 41 feet, crown
spread 27 feet; near Smith
Mills.
MONROE COUNTY —
Swamp white oak, circumference 20 feet 5 inches,
height 94 feet. crown spread
119 feet; near Beech Grove
School on property owned by
U.S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter.
FULTON COUNTY — Cochampion Eastern cottonwood, circumference 27 feet 2
inches, height 127 feet, crown
spread 75 feet; in New Madrid
Bend.
LIVINGSTON COUNTY —
Co-champion pin oak, circumference 17 feet 4 inches,
height 134 feet, crown spread
99 feet.

anyone who discovers an
unusually large tree and has
reason to believe it might be
one of the largest of its type,
Bermann said. When a tree is
determined to be either a state
or national champion, Big
Certificates are
Tree
presented both to the person
who nominated it and to the
owner of the land where it is
Located, he added.
The Big Tree designation is
aimed at making people
aware of large trees of various
species and encouraging their
preservation, but places no
legal restraints on the owners
of the property, Bergmann
noted.
Other Kentucky trees on the
National Register of Big
Trees, with their locations,
are:
BOYLE COUNTY — Blue
ash, circumference 14 feet 4
inches, height 86 feet, crown
spread 71 feet; in Danville.
ESTILL COUNTY — Green
ash, circumference 15 feet 5
inches, height 145 feet, crown
spread 70 feet.
CASEY COUNTY — Ohio
buckeye, circumference 11
feet 11 inches, height 146 feet,
crown spread 54 feet.

vSummer 91.

BEGLEY'S

Calloway Schools Apply For
Handicapped Education Funds
The Callowsy County School
District recently has prepared
an application for the use of
federal funds for the education
of handicapped children in the
Calloway County School
District. This application
specifies that a free and appropriate public education
will be provided to all handicapped children ages five
through 17 who are residents
of the Calloway County School
District.
P. L. 94-142 provides
priorities for the expenditure
of funds. First priority is given
to those children who are not

the nomination of an even
Larger tree of its species.
The forestry official noted
that the list of Big Trees constantly changes. -Sometimes,
as in this case, someone finds
another tree that is larger
than the current Big Tree," he
explained. "Or a tree that was
nominated previously moves
up to first place because the
current Big Tree of that
species dies or succumbs to
urban enroachment"
However, development does
not necessarily threaten Big
Trees. Bergmann said the
division recently assisted Jefferson County in a program
spearheaded by County
Judge-Executive Mitch McConnell to identify the largest
trees there. The search, which
was part of a countywide
greening program, resulted in
the addition of seven new trees
to the state Big Trees list, he
said.
The last National Register,
published in 1978, lists 661 Big
Trees. However, more than
1,000 species are eligible for
inclusion, so the list is far
from complete.
Candidates for the Big Trees
lists can be nominated by
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